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AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE INDUCED BY REACTION CONTROLS

by

F. W. Spaid
L. A. Cass"l

McDonnull Douglas Corporation

SUMMARY

The literature pertaining to the interaction of a sonic or supersonic gaseous jet with a transverse
external flow has been reviewed. The flowfield, associated with these interactions are complex, and
knowledge of them is based largely on results of experimQnts. Numerous examplv of Oata from flat-
plate experiments are presented. These include static press.re distribution, induc,.d forces, flowfield sur
vey. and flow Asualization results. Analyses and correlation techniques for jet interaction flows are dis-
cussed. The region upstream of a jet in two-dimensional flow is similar to the flow apstream of a forward-
facing step, and the flow associated with a jet from a circular nozzle .n a flat plate iesembles the flow past
a bL ant-nosed slender body. The single most important variable in determining the scale of these inter-
actions is the ratio of jet momentum flux to the external-flew dynamic pressure. When the external flow is
subsonic, the interaction is sensitive to external-'low Mach number in the high subsnic Mach number
range and to the ratio between jet and externai flow velocity in the low Mach number range. The character-
istic dimension of the flowfield in subsonic flow is approximately proportional to the square root of the
pressure ratio. A few examples of data for jets exhausting from bodies of revolution show that interference
forces can be sensitive to the geometry of the body.

SYMBOLS

a Speed of sound; also I +(Y 1 ) 2 y -)M in Equations (15) (17) and (18)

Ab Vehicle or wind tunnel model reference area

A t  Jet nozzle thro-t arca

b Nozzle span, also plate span, Figure 55

c Nozzle discharge coefficient

Gp Pressure coefficient, (P - PF)/q, or (P - P )/q.

C P Perturbation pressure ratio, tiP/F. = (P- P /P.

C* Stagnation point pressure coefficient

d Slot width or circular nozzle diameter

d. Equivalent jet exit diameter, d. = jet exit area/(Z. Onrj), Equations (5-4)

Fi  Interaction force induced by the presence of the jet

g IYI(YI - l)M]', Equatior.n '8)

h Calculated jet penetration height

h Distance measured normal to the wall from the wall to the strong shock in the

K Amplification factor, (F + T)/T ,v or mass fraction of injectant species

K3  Amplification factor for jet from a finite span slot with Fi avaluated an the
total interaction force upstream of the slot

K3 Amplification factor for a finite-span slot in which Fi is evaluated by inte-
grating the pressure distribution over unit span upstream along the x-axis
and values of T and Tsv per unit span are used

k4  Empirical constant defined by Equation (4)

L Distance along the x-axis from the plate leading edge or origin of the boundary
layer to the nozzle centerline, L -- L + X

L Distance along the x-axis from the plate leading edge or origin of the boundary

layer to the separation line

M Mach number

Y Molecular weight

rn Jet mass flow rate

P



P2  Second peak static pressure, immediately upstream of the jet. see Figure Z
P2

Effective back pressure, two thirds of the stagnation pressure downstream of
a normai shock in the external flow, see Equation (22)

Pf Average value of pressure at the upstream interface bo.ween a jet and the
external flow, Equation (12)

POdZ Stagnation pressure of the dividing streamline of the shear layer upstream
of the jet

Dynamic pressure ratio, q,/q,.

q Dynamic pressure. 1/2 pV2

R Distance from cone axis normalized by rj, also radius of agive-cylinder,
Figure 64a

Re Reynolds number

r Bow shock radius, see Figure 54, also radial distance from jet nozzle
centerline, see Figure 59

Normalized r, ? = r/(d 4 Po./Pa)

r. Radius of cone surface at the jet upstream edge, Equations (5-8)

rn Sphere-cylinder radius, see Figure 54

S Arc length on ogive-cylinder, see Figure 64a, S = R,

T Temperature; thrust

Tev Vacuum thrust of a sc-.sc jet

V Velockty

X Dist.nce along the cone surface from the upstream edge of the jet, normalized,
by d., Equations (5-8)

x Coo.'dinate in streamwise direction in ?lane of jet nozzle exit, also distance
from vertex, see Figure 54

X Distance along x-axle from nozzle centerline to upstream separation line

X:' Distance along x-axis from nozzle centerline to initial pressure rise due to
separation

ye Distance from the cone surface to the edge of the mixing layer

Y4, Distance from the cone surface to the dividing streamline, measured
normal to the ccne axis, normalized by di

y Lateral coordinate, normal to sti ea.mwise direction, in plane of jet nozzle exit

YO Distance between two circular noz:les, see Figure 49

7 Ccordinate normal to x-y plane

0 Polar coordinate angle, see Figure 59

PFunction defined l'y Equation (12), also (M., 2 - 01/2 Figure 54

r Jet vortex strqngth, see Equation 26

Y Specific heat ratio, c p/c v

6 Boundary layer thickness

A Distance along x-axis from circular nozzle centerline to plate trailing edge,

see Figure 55

AP Difference between jet-on and jet-off static pressure

AX 5  X-coordinate meaoured from the point where P - P - 0.6 (P 2 - P ) , see
Figure 91 1

0 Angle between )jtt direction and local surface, 0 0* is a ist aligned with the
external flow dirttfon, Also lcal shock angle, Figure q4
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Angle between jet direction and normal to local surftce, positive for upstream
injection, # = 0 - 9

xj Mol fraction of Injectant species

T Stagnation temprat#ro-molecular weight ratio (Toro,)/ (T 0 1 d j )

hSubscripts

0 Stagnation conditions

I Region just upstream of separatlou outside of boundary layer

2 Region downstream of separation shock

3 Conditions in the separation region immediately downstream of the nozzle or
pertaining to a jct from a finite-span slot

4 Conditions in region corresponding to the peak downstream preasure after
the reattachment shock

| ® UrJisturbed freestream conditions

j Jet flow property

9 Pertaining to separation

e Nozzle exit conditions

Superscripts

*Sonic c-nditions

* I INTRODUCTION

Engineering interest in the flowfields created by sonic or supersonic gaseous jets exhausting
approximately normal to an external flow dates from the late 1950's. At about that time secondary fluid
injection was proposed as a technique for thrust vector control of rocket motors, and it became apparent
that reaction control sydtems employed on spacecraft would be used within the atmosphere during reentry.
The objective of this report is to review the literature pertaining to these flowfields. The report is
intended to provide infor'mation in sufficient quantity and detail so that it can be used as a reference as
well as a guide to those who wish to refer to the original sources.

The complexity of flowfields created by jets interacting with external rrossflows is such that the
present understanding of them relies heavily on experimental data. In recognition of this situation, a
consider.able portion of this review has been devoted to presentation and discussion of experimental
results. The data which have been included are believed to he representative of the cemplete body of
data contained in the cited sources. Most examples have been chosen to illustrate specific features of
the interactions. Efforts have been made to include data which cover a wide range of flow conditions. In
instances where roughly equivalent sets of data were available, the data most readily available and famil-
iar to the authors have been used. Types of data include flowfield surveys, flow visualization data, stat.c
pressure measurements, and force measurements.

The two-dimensional problem concerning the interaction between a jet from an effectively
infinite-span slot and an external flow which is supersonic or hypersonic is reviewed in detail in Sec-
tion 2.0. Interactions produced by jets from finite-span slots are discussed in Section 3. 0. Section 4. 0
treats the interference between a circular, underexpanded jet and a supersonic external flow. Both
laminar and turbulent boundary layers are considered. Section 5.0 is devoted to the interaction of cir-
cular, underexpanded jets from flat plates and ogive-cylinders with subsonic external flows. Some
results for jets from iinlte-span slots are also presented. Conclusions concerning the state of the art are
included in Section 6. 0.

2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL INTERACTION IN SUPERSONIC FLOW

2. 1 Description of the Flowfield

Data obtainad from a large number of experimental investigations have made it possible to provide
a qualitative des% ription of the two-dimensional jet interaction flowfield when the external flow is super-
sonic. Mitchell (1) ha, presented one example of a detailed description of such a flowfield, based upon
data obtained by Romeo and Sterrett (2). Some of the important features of the flowfield are shown in Fig-
ure 1, a shadowgraph photograph obtained from the investigation of Reference 3. Figure 2 provides a
schematic diagram of the flowfi.ld shown in the shadowgraph with the associated static pressure distri-
bution. In this .,ai0-ple, the )et is sonic, underexpanded, and normal to the wall. The boundary layer is
turbulent upstream o' the interaction region, and the effective obstruction to the external flow formed by
the e.' is larger than .he undisturbed boundary-layer thickress. End plates, with glass inserts, mounted
at each end of the slot are visible in the photograph.
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In the fb'.wfiald shown in Figure 1, the boundary layer is separated upstream of the jet location
and a hock wav,, labeled "separation shock, " originates near the separation line. Tho statac. pres sure
rises in the virinity of separation. reaches a plateau data froin som~e exper.menta show a first peak),
an riert again in the immediate vicinity of the jet. Static pressure aind flow visualization data obtainedA from many sources including jet anteraction experiments Imrply that the behavior of the flow in the %ictnity
nfseparation dependa only .apon the apstream conditions and is almost idepesideat of the mechanism by

which separation is produced. However, in order to catisfy the boundary .onditions when ncparatior. is
caused by a jet, at !eaot two counterrotating '.ortics are required within the upstream separated region.

The shock structure within an wiilerexpanded jet which inteeacti v.L an external flow is quite
simi'ar to the 6hoAk atru,-ture within an underexpanded iet exhausting iny~ a quiescent mediu~m for at

-TIC leAst a fe% exit diameters from the exit plane. When the jet it highl, -aderexpanded, most of the jet flow;
passeN through a normAl shock before it in turned to the exter a-flow direction. A shear layer surrounds
the jrt At the exit.



The separated external-flow boundary layer meets the shear layer at the upstream boundary ofI the tet to form the mixing layer between the jet anid the external flow. A shock wave, labeled "blow shock"
in Figure 2, originates in this region. The multiple images which can be seen for the separation shock,
the bow shock, and the recompression shock in Figure I indicate that the flow is somewhat unsteady, and
that the distance through which the shock waves move is much smaller than the separation distance.
Studies of supersonic and hypersonic turbulent boundary-layer flow over solid spuilers and ramps. includ
ing measuremeniz . ztznc pressure fluctuationn (4, 5), have shown a significant degree if flow unstaadiness
in the separated region.

A second separated region exists downstream of the jet. Tis region has some of the character-
istics of the separated region fir.und kn flow over a rearward-facing step. When the external flow is super-
sonic, the static pressure immediately downstream of the jet is less than the static pressure of the
undisturbed flow, Pl. as illustrated in Figure Z. In hypersonic flow, downstream pressure distributions in
which the ratio P/P1 is alwaya gre&ter than unity are often observed J6). The geometry of the downstream
separated region sketched in Figure 2 implies a component of velocity normal to the wiill upstream of
reattachment, at least near the dividing strearrline. The recompression shock is requiied to turn the flow
parallel to the wall.

Although the example shown in Figures I and 2 is bflieved to exhibit most if the important
characteristics of flowfields created by jets from slot-type nozzles. s,.me variations from this pattern
are observed. If the le% is not highly underexpanded, or if the exit Mach number is supersonic, the sys-
tem of shor k waves in the itit will be altered. Studies of two-dimensional, supersonic jets exhausting into
a quiescent medium reportcd by Driftrnyer (7) did not show normal shock waves in tha jet. For a con-
verging jet nozzle, as the jet-to-f ree- stream pressure ratio is rediced, the normal shock will occur at
a lower upstream Mach number until, at a sufficiently low pressure ratio, a system of oblique shocks will
take the place of a normal shipck. If the pressure ratio is reduced still further, the jet may be entirely
subsonic as it is turned.

If the boundary layer of the undisturbed flou !s laminar, the separation angle is much smaller
than that shown -in Figure 1. The laminar boundary layer separation angle is of the order of a few deg-
rees and the associated pressure rise is also much smaller. A shadowgraph photograph of such a flow
obtained from the investigation of Reference 6 is presented in Figure 3. Separation tends to promote
transition in the shear layer, so that a flow which was entirely laminar in the absence of the jet may
become transitional when the jet is introduced, If transition occurs between the separation line and the
jet, the static pressure usually rises to a plateau just downstream of separation, adte ie gi
near the let location to a final pressure which is comparable to the plateau pressure characteristic of
turbulent separaaion. The location of transition is sensitive to small changes in the external flow and trie
jet flow, so that a change in the static pressure distribution can be observed for * small variation in
nominai flow conditions. Little is known about the details of the region dihlding the jet and the external
flow. However, because of the inherent instability of free shear layers, it is unlikely that many experi-

mental flwfields iamain laminar through reattachment.

F"gre3. Shodowpwap Ptiotcraph of& Typ-zt Jot Inwedtb Floodisid. Lamina Goiwry Lia... M,. 7.9

2. 2 Simulation of the Jet Interaction Flowfield[1i Titare are several examples in tl'e literature of different perspectives concerning the formulation
of similarity parameters for the jet interaoti-on fllofield. These include applicaticrn of dimensional anal.
ysia. the formulation of simplified analyti~al mudels, and the choice of a set ot parameters bwased aon
engineering judgment. In. ant' approath. some simplifying asau.nptions Are neconaar) If the numiber and
complexity of similarity parameterd is tu be kept within reasonable limite. Coeeqently. the validity of
a set of timtlarity paranseters is limited by' the assumptionsa made in it& formulation and by the range off
expeiiental data amphc.yed to vet .iy it In mns of the literature cite6l in the references, the aesumptions

1:4 made in the aelet:.tion of similarity parameters are e ssentially the samne, but are not always expl citly
staxted. The requiremie'ts for set mncerar t

i.,n flovfeld siimulation are dia..uppod in detail in the foll..wiqr.
section in an atenpt to Ide.ntify the aasumptionst whith are implied by i particular sot of a~milarlty

'iparameterr Aerodynamic simulmtien requirements iai the aboence -f jet flovi are ro.viiewed orefly, and
then etnldto i,dJude tw. inttr~.cting flaid etrroara.

sl.~ulaiitv oerfOl tVo flwfxilas iomld!eg thait pr. ,pery no.'mAl.?4d 6apecidort iriables-thf.
V.1 tty' vet. io -Ar the thornir, .M.0c it *ut*' -itrv the .AXT-44 At i,.rt 05#p dinF atztwnm, 4.e o ,At th am



conditions governing 'he fluid motion are identical, when they are nondimensionalized in a consistent
manncr. If the fluid in question bishaves as a perfect gas, the requirements for dynamic and thermal
similarity between two flowfileld, about solid bodies can be stated as follows (8):

I. The bodies must De geometrically similar.

2. Values of Mach number, Reynolds number, Prandtl number, and specific heat ratio must
be the same.

3. The dimensionless wall temperature distribution must be the same.

These -ell-known results are oftcn derived by dimensional analysis, in which a list is made of
relevant physical variables such as density, temperature, viscosity, etc., that are then used to form the
minimum number if dimensionless groups. This method is simple and is useful when the physical situa-
tion is alreadv/ rather wtal understood. The difficulty with this approach is that it gives no information
about t)- !." .dal choice of physical variables. A similarity analysis based on the equations of motion
eliminates this diffictlty and gives additional information. For example, if the preceding simulation
requir-ments are fulfilled for flows about two bodies, then it can be shown that any two consistently
defined Reynolds numbers will be matched. There is therefore no need for concern about the proper
choice of reference length, reference velocity. etc. Parameters derived from a similarity anal-
ysis are coefficients of terms in the equations of motion, and thus have specific physical significance. On
the other hand, considerable judgment and intuition is usually required In the process of giving correct
physical interpretations to dimensionless groups which are the result of dimensional analysis.

Using either method of analysis, It is possible to define a number of similarity parameters which
must be matched to scale the flowfield consisting of a jet exhausting from a body in a uniform flow. The
undisturbed uniform flow is selected as a freestream reference state and the overall length of the body,
L. is selected as the- reference length. The partial list of parameter s required for similarity is then
written.

V p V 0 L P c m

M V40 R - L- . Pr C YCV R- T eL, 4= CD k

Tw T W L)

If the jet flow is considered to be independent of the external flow, the additional set of
parameters

V. P.V.d j p
S ed) . R r Y

j J

must be added to asioure similarity.

In these parameter definitions. d i, a characteristic nozzle dimension and the subscript j refers
to a specific location within the jet flow (for instance, at he nozzle exit). The governing equations for the
combined flowfield now contain diffusion terms that generate an additional independent dimensionless
group, one form of which is the Schmidt number, IL/pD, where D is the diffusion coefficient. Similarity
of the entire flowfield requires that the same reference quantities be used throughout. This can be
achieved if it Is required that ratios of corresponding reference quantities for the two streams be matched.
If this is done, the previous set of requirements pertaining to the jet alone will be satisfied automatically
when those pertaining to the freestream are satisfied. Specifically, it is possible to replace the previous
group of jet-related variables by

c
V. R T. p. pj k. 11, I. . .._c

This set of simulation requirementi is highly restrictive, but considerable simplification is
usually permissible in scaling wind tunnel tests. If the external flow is always air, Pr, and Y, will be
' early matched automatically. The requirement for simulating the wall tenipsrature distribution is only
importaot when higher-order viscous interaction effects are iraportant or when it is necessary to simulate
skin friction precisely. Wall temperature effects are sometim' a significant in determining the exact
extent'of the separated regions. Another problem encountered in the design of precise experiments is that
simulation of the Mach and Reynolds number- and dimensi .leas temperature distribution will not nec-
essarily lead to simulation of the location of boundary layer transition. Thi's is partly because surface
roughness effects will not be simulated, but primarily because of wind tunnel boundary layer noise. As
a result, the problem of simulating transition location must usually be considered separately trom other
scaling requirements.

Since free shear layers are nerrly alwayo turbulent at Reynolds numbers of practicai interest.
transport by molecvlar diffasion and coduct.ion at the shear layer may be regle ted, and the .,nly mole-
cular transport propertiet that must be included are those that ifluvnce the v,,hicle b tundar.f ltyer

AovV
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These approximations lead to a simplified oet -f elmubL..on requiramenks, one !orm of which is,

I. Geometric similarit" of botth the body and %."e nozzle

2. Duplication of M,, and ReL,w

3. Duplication of Yj, (TojI/,,j)/(To, W), Poj/Poc

where .0 is the molecular weight and the subscript o refers to stagnation conditions. It is clear that the

group in Itera 3 is not unique. Other discussions of this subject may be found in the literature (9, 10, 11).

Various idealizations of the interaction region have been proposed, from which even simpler sets
of scaling requirements can be derived. The range of applicability of each simplified method must be
determined by testing it against experimental results. One key idea, variations of which are coa'iined in
several proposed analyses, is that the jet can be characterized by its momentum flux vector at the nozzle
exit. This assumption leads to the normalization of jet interaction force data by a reference value of jet
thrust, rather than by a reference geometric area and the dynamic pressure of the external flow. The
follo-win data presentation will illustrate some of the advantages and limitations of this procedure.

?,. 3 Results of Experiments

Representative examples o. jet interaction data will be presented in the following sectioi.s.
Initially, results from experiment' which sirmulate two dir ensional flow as nearly as possible will
be presented. The criteria for delection of two-dimensional flow exclude those experiments in
which end plates large enough to enclose the separated regions were not used and those in which the dis-
tance from the jet to the seoaration line did rot greatly exceed the al.t span (see Werle 12 for a discus-
sion of these criteria). End plates are mounted at each end of the slot, aligned with the external flow, and
normal to the plane containing the slot.

Experiments conducted for the purpose of creating a flowfield which is very nearly two-
dimensional inchcde jets from high aspect ratio slot nozzles in a flat plate, similar experime-ts ir vich
end plates are used, and axisymmetric experiments. In prliciple, axisymmetric experime-n.ts are pref-
erable. They are seldom conducted, however, probably because the requirement for a model with a
very large radius of curvature relative to the jet penetration height causes this type of expe diment to be
relatively costly. Results from flat plate experiments without end lates are influenced by transverse
ouf l.'w from the subsonic recirculation regions. End plate, do not eliminate end effects, tut their use

should prevent this outflow. This phenomenon will be discussed in more detail in Sectirn 3. 0.

2. 3. 1 Static Pressure Data

An example of wall rtatic pressure data obtained in supersonic flow with a turbulent boundary
layer is presented in Figure 4. Pressures normalized b,. P'1 are plotted versus X, the distance from the
slot. The upstream plateau in the pressure distribution L.gins to appear at separatil.i, dista.ic4s of
roughly 2 inches or more; the pressure immediately upstream of "he slot did not reich a limiting velue.

&.0-

F 3j/P1  ". . . . ..

2.5 0 16.55 0907 hul3.0 x 106

3 . 0 2 I J E C T - N 2
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DISTANCE FROM NOZ.'LE, x (IN.)
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Some similar sets of data obtained from expe;Iments with forward-facing steps show that a well-Jeflned
plateau Is exhibited by the upstream static pressure distribution only when the step height is at loast
equal to the undisturbed boundary layer thickness (h/6 ? 1). A notable exception is the data of Driftmyor
(13), ob.r.i.ed it -.. 4.9. 1- Whicha plat au was present when hi61 $ 0. 3. in the results shown in
Figure 4, the numnimum pressure downstream of the slot was nearly constant, independent of jef strength
Following the rr.nimum, each of the pressure distributions in the downstream region shows an overshootIof P1 , followd by a decay to P 1 .

A similar set of data obtained from experiments on a wind tunnel nozzle wall at a much higher
Reynolds number is shown in Figure 5. The test setup for these experiments included a 21-inch slot
enclosed between end plates which were 10. 0 inches high. The end plates e.4'ended 40 inches upstream of
the slot and 13. 0 inches downstream. The test section was approximately 4 by 4 feet Boundary layer

L data were obtained on the test section wall opposite the jet. The boundary layer thickness for tha test
conditions shown here was approximately 2. 6 inches. Reynolds numbers based upon an effective flat plate
length were computed from Reynolds numbers based on boundary layer momentum thicknesses. A com-
plete description of thise experiments can be found in Reference 14. A comparison of Figures 4 and 5
shows that the static -ressure distributions have the same general characteristics.

4.5

4.0 RsL MI-A
0 24 3.0 x !

210 t dn 0.063 IN.
3.5 A 201 5.6x 108

0 135.9 3,0 x 108V 89.2

0 £

w

22 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 8 4 2 0 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10

DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE, x (11N.)

FIgure 5. Stetic Pressure Distributionis. M1 -, 3.49. HI~h Reynoldi Number, Reference 14

Figure 6 gives an example of similar data reported b , Barnes, et al (6) obtained from a flat plate
experiment at Me0 - h. The plate measured 27. 6 inches by 15 inches and had a 9-inch span slot noz-zle
locate 1 19. 9 inches down-stream of the leading edge. End plates 4 inchses high were mounted at either end
of the slot, and extended nearly the entire length of the piate. The data labeled "turbulent" in Figure 6
were obtained with a boundary layer trip consisting uf a row of 0. 078-inch-diameter steel balls located
2. 24 inches from the plate leading edge. Viscous interaction a.d a slight misalignment of the model
with the tunnel flow are responsible for differences between Pu and the static pressure distribution on
the plate in the .bsence of jet flow. The value of M I for these e, periments was approximately 7 8.
When a boundary-layer trip was used, both static pressutre distributions and Schlieren photographs indi-
cated that transition occurred well upstream of the in.eraction region. The general features of the
upstream pressure distributions obtained with a turbulent boundary layer are the same as in the preced
ing two figures, except that the pressure ratios are higher. Downstream of the slot, the pressure ratios
are always greater than uity, lit ontrst to the lou er Ma umbcr rosuIt "w ho r dowsteam minimums

~~~~wore lss than unity The m a - mm z r _ur v n r e. i t . e ... ieiun is' seen to depend upon the
~Jet stagnation pressure or mass flow rate Data obtained without the trip how featuzes which are typical

of transitional separation, a much longer separation distance, and a lower initial plateau, folloued by a
region ef moderate pressure gradient. These general features have been oboerved in numerous other
experimnnts in transitional flows at lov,t. 4 ach nurnbers, fo,- example, see Strlker, et al (15). Note that

tepressure distribution in th~e region downstream of the jet is altered only slightly by the presence or the

. Datareported by Barnes, et al, obtained nt a lower Reynolds number and withoot a boundary-layer
, trip are presented in F igure 7. The charac.ter of the static pressure d-istributions and S~hlieren photographs
l indicate the flow was lamnar upstream of the jet. In tIhis <ase, as in all other nommnally lami,,ar jet inter.

action experiments, no attempt was z-s.de tv measure fluctuations in flow prop -rttcs, so that transitional
t effets cannot Oe ruled out. These data sowu. risu,..l'.loer plateau presoe i-atjos than are observed irn

turbulent interactions at the same Mech srusrAber, except *hen the flow was separated to the leadinig edge. of
the plat.e The average pressure ratios irs th downstrean, regic- are ais,, lower th~r cuihiparable turbulen~t

t boundary iay. i values illustrated it. the previouc figure
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A summary of plateau pressure data for turbulent interaction with both jets and steps is presentedin Figure 8. The data are retricted to those p-asure dstibuions in which a well-defined plteau wrs
formed. The ernirical equation proposed for plateau pressure by Zukoskl (23)

P/l=]+-I-M 
(1)

is also shown. The results obtained with jets are self-consistent and agree well with the data in whichseparation was induced by steps, ramps, and impinging shocks. The supersonic mainstrcAm data(MI Z 6) show considerably less scatter and systematic variation in there coordinates than the hypersonicdata (Ml 3 6). For supersonic turbulent boundary-layer separation, the variation in P21Pl with ReL is J,all, except possibly near the minimum Reynolds numbers at which turbulent boundary layers areobserved 110, 23, 24). A significant exception to this conclusion is a set of data presented by Worle,et al (25) with M1 = 4, which show decreasing P 2 /Pl with increasing Reynolds number (2 x 105 ZReL
<?x , ,where i. the rwnnin-I.. lnth _ " .ngeyodnmbr ( lay05 

e.tsierab li e gse rnin t from the effective origin of the turbulent boundary layer t the
separation line). Supersonic mainstream data shown in Figtre 8 correspond to 104 Z Re6l Z5 x 100 . Con-siderable scatter and systematic variation is present in the hypersonic mainstream data. Some of the
scatter is probably a result of the inherently poorer accuracy and repeatability of shock tunnels and guntunnels, relative to continuous and blowdown tunnels. In a review of the hypersonic data by Reeves (26), itwas concluded that P2 /I 1 becomes increasingly sensitive to the length of the separated shear layer withincreasing MI. This is illustrated by the data of Elfstrom (21), in which separation was induced by a
ramp, and P 2 /PI was observed to depend upon the ramp angle. Only crude estimates of plateau pres-sures in hypersonic, turbulent flow can be made at the present time.

Werle, et al (25) has suggested that the second peak pressure, P 2. which occurs immediatelyupstream of the jet, may be approximated by

P2 Pi. 2 S 2-- - - - _1 . 3
( )

The examples of data presented here and other two-dimensional flow data indicate that this is areasonable estimate.

Only a rather small body of two-dimensional, laminar jet interaction data have been obtained.
A limited number of comparisons indicate that the plateau pressure levels agree with data obtained fromstep- or ramp-induced separated flows. An empirical equation which agrees well with data from laminarflows is (27)

Re(M TiJ 
(3)

Re (= _ 1)
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Results of studles reported by Zukoski (Z3), Wart. et al (1.5), and Driftryer (13) agree
concerning the length scales for pressure distributionp resulting from two-dimensional turbulent
separation caused by jets or solid obstructions. They indicate that 6 is the appropriate length scale for
the static pressure distribution in the region beginning with the initial pressure rise and extending some-
what downstream of the location r, maximuo pressure gradient. Farther downstream, the dominant
length scale changes to the separation distance, step height, or effective jet penetration height. Jet
interaction data obtained at high Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers are in agreement with these
results, at least in the region scaled by 61, as shown in Figure 9. L'ata in that figure cover wid ranges
in flow conditions including Z. 5 -MI S 12.4, 0.71 in. :- 61 5 4.0 in., and 3 x 0_ Re6 < 5x 10 . In
this case, the origin has been located at the point P-PI 0. 6 (PZ - P5). The separatioh line ould have
been a more physically meaningful choice for the origin of coordinates; however, experimental separation
locations were available in only a few instances. It is clear that any choice of origin which would cause
superposition of the regions of maximum dP/dX would show the same result.
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Much less information is available about the region downstream of the jet than about the upstream
region. The studies presented by Barnes, et al, (6) and by Kaufman and Koch (28) are the most compre-
hensive. An analysis and limited comparison with data is presented by Tang, et al. (29). A correlation
of data obtained at M I = 4.0 is presented by Werle, et al, (25).

A compilation of data pertaining to the minimum pressure, P3. downstream of the jet is plotted
versus MI in Figure 10. Included are turbulent flow data covering a wide Reynolds number range, data
where the boundary layer was laminar in the absence of the jet, a wide range of values of Pod/>l, and
experiments with air, nitrogen, and helium jets. Some of these data were obtained either wth rather amull
end plates (31) or without end plates (32). Some evidence (3, 6) indicates th&t the value of P 3 /P 1 may not
be sensitive to the presence or absence of ead plates. The range of vaiuts obtained from a single set of
experiments at a single Mach number and Reynolds number are shown as a vertical line with a single
symbol. Little variation with Po /Pi was observed in the supersonic range. Pressure ratiou obtained with
helium as injectant were higher tan those obtained from experiments with air or nitrogen jets. The large
variation shown by the hypersonic data is partly a result of the large presoure gradients in this region
(see Figure 6) which depend on jet flow rate or Po,/Pl. As the steeper gradients change location with
fixed pressure tap locations, resolution of the pressure distribution changcs for a given experiment. Other
sources of variation include scatter resulting from low absolute pressure levels in this region or from a
variety of sources in the shock tunnel data. Systematic variation with jet flow conditions is probabl,
present also. In spite of these difficulties, a reasonably clear trend of increasing P 3 /P 1 is present. The
nominally laminar data agree with the turbulent data for M l <7. It is possible that the shear layers down-
stream of the jets were actually turbulent in these experiments. The data of Kaufman (33) for M1 > 9 have
not beer, included because of the large variation in pressure ratio measured at the first downstreampressure tap location.

Also included in Figure 10 is a curve for laminar flow obtained from a jet-mixing analysis
presented in Reference 6. The theory predicts t,'e observed trend with Mach number. Since the theory
dcpznds upon ReL and (Po,d)/(P!L) where L i, the distance from the plate leading edge to the slot and d
is the slot width, the theoietlcal prediction is actual.y i two-parameter faurIly of curves in these
coordinate.
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Figure I1 includes data and se 'ri-empirical predictions for the peak pressure P4 /PI. in the
downstrean region, for turbulent interactions. In the analysis of Barnes. et al (6), it is assumed thatP4 is proportional to the static pressure in the jet, just After it has passed through the normal shock.
The resulting expression for both laminar and turbulent interactions is

P4 P/p

WPi k 4 6 (4)

where: k 4 = 0. 2 for Y, = 1.4; k4 - 0.22 for Yj = 1. 67; and h is the predicted penetration height of the jet,which depends upon (Po /Pl)/(d/L). V 1, M1 and ReL for normal sonic injection. The method of Kaufman
and Koch (28) is derived from the method of Barnes, et al. Both the data and analyses show a trend of
increasing P4 /P with increasing Poj/Pl or jet mass flow rate.
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.3.

The range of measured values of P4 /P 1 for nominally laminar flows It shown In Figure 12. The
range of values obtained from a single set of experiments at a single Mach numbor is shown as a vertical
line jeth a single symbol. The data of Barnes. et &l, and Strike (32) show increasing P 1P, with increas-
ing jet pressure ratio or mass flow rate. Compari-sont bzt'coon data and the analyses ot Barnoe. at al,
and Kaufman and Koch (28) show fair agreement. However, the data are not sufficient !n either quantity
or quality to permit definite conclusions to be reached.

Barnes. et al, Kaufman and Koch. and Werle, et al. (25) have suggested that the length scale of
the downstream flow .1eld is proportional to the effectihe penetration height of the jet Werle, at al, pre-
nent a good correlation of data for a single value of M1 by utilizing this Idea. A review of data which
cover a wide range of flow conditions (28) indicates that this assumption is reasonable.
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2. 3. 2 Flow Survey., and Concentration Measurements

A small numl-er of flow suvyand concentration measurement experiments have been made for
t two-dimensional jet Interaction flown. Pitot pressure and concentration data for argon and helium injec-

tion have been reported by Spaid 134). End plates were not used and significant three-dimensional effects
were probably present Buffum, at al. (35) present concentration data for helium injection into an expand-
ing two-dimensional nozzle.

Detailed flowfield surveys downstream of a two-dimensional normal, sonic air jet have been
conducted by Werle, et al. 130) at M - 5, with a turbulent boundary layer upstream of the interaction
region. Data included shadowgraph photographs, pitot pressures, stagnation temperatures, and static
pressures measured using a 10-degree half-angle conical probe Streamlines were mapped by computing
integrals of mass flow rate In the direction normal to the plate at various X-locations. An example of
data obtained from this Investigation is presented in Figure 13 The Z-coordinate is measured from the
plate surface, normal to the plate. Similar flow survey data obtained from experiments without end
platen have been reported by Strike (32).

Shreeve (11) has conducted an experimental study of the flow produced by a circumferential jet
from the surface of a 5-degree half-angle cone model at M. = 6 A sketch of Shreeves's model installed
in the tunnel is shown in Figure 14 The boundary layer upstream of the interaction region was turbulent,
'md the angle. 6, between te jet diredtion and the cone surface was varied from 5 to 120 degree3 The
jet exit Mach number was 1. 4. Data included shadowgraph and Schlieren photographs, static pressure
dietributions dlow.;tream of the jet. pitot pressure surveys, and stagnation temperature surveys This
experimental arrangement wan chosen in order to eliminate end effects, but significant transverse curva-
ture effects were present Transformed coordinates were used in an attempt to remove these effects

Values of the downstream peak pr,.asnr., P4 !P. we- ahon !; .hre-ec. to "- " ... ' upon e and
Poj/Pl In his experimenta. 1 5 - P 4 /Pl < 2 3. which is consistent with the results shown in Figure 11.
The flow aurvey measurements w .re used to determine the location of the dividing streamline between
the jet and the external flow. It was shown that profiles of mass flux could be obtained with sufficient
accuracy from the pitot pressure and stagnation temperature measurements The displacement of the
dividing streamline was found to bG insensitive to jet inclination angle for 5 . 0 5 20 degreet Within
this range, the following '-orralation equation represents the data

(~o0. 12)
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where

R = distance from cone axds normalized by ri, the radius of the cone surface at the jet
upstreazn edge

Yq/ = distance from the cone surface to the dividing streamline. measured normal to the
cone axis, normalized by dj

dj = equivalent jet exit diameter, dj = jet exit area/(2ur )

X = distance along the cone surface from the upstream edge of the jet, normalized by dj.

For = 45 degrees, the dividing streamline was correlated by,

.31= (6)

and for near-normal jets, the following approximate correlation equations were obtained:

= 0.818: 0 = 90 degrees (7)

C mass :1 0.::: (::: I22 o 0.650

0.818

= : 1 = 20 degrees (8)

The edge of the mixing layer. Y,, was also located. A plot of YtP/Ye versus PD./PI for various
angles shows that 0.4 t5 Yt/Ye t 0.7. The total displacement effect of the jet on the oute- flow was
evaluated, including the contribution from turbulent shear in the mixing layer. Analysis of the data
showed that for Po./PI - 20 ai * G ,- 45 degrees, the total displacement of the outer flow by the jet is not
more than 18 percent greater tk,,n the dividing streamline displacement. The influence of turbulent shear
was to increase the total displacement effect, relative to Y4, with increasing 6. In general, the rate of
mass entrainment into the mixing region was found to increase with increasing 0.

Results of a series of two-dimensional experiments conducted at Mach 2. 5 with variations in To..,
To., and injectant composition have been reported by Thayer (10) and by Thayer and Corlett (36'. The
bodndary layer upstream of the interaction region was turbulent. Data included injectant concentration
measurements in the upstream separatzd region. An example of these data is given in Figure 15, in
which X, the injectant mol fraction, is plotted versus X/Xss, where X,, is the distance from th- slot to
the location of the initial pressure rise upstream of separation. These data whow that a major fraction of
the gas in the upstream recirculation region comes from the jet. ih.- concentration distributions show
some of the characteristics of the static pressure distribution, including a concentration plateau. Plateau
mass fractions were correlated by the parameter (Toj/Mj)/(TI/Mi) as shown in Figure 16.

Concentration data such as those shown in Figures 15 and 16 were used to estimate the rates of
mast - transfer across the shear layers. The total mass within the recirculation region is constant, so
that as injectant material and air are transported across the shear layers, an equal mass flux of mixture
is transported across the shear layers in the opposite direction. The presence of a large region where
the injectant concentration is nearly constant implies that the air and injectant mix within this region in a
time which is short compared with the average time which a mass of fluid remains within this region. It
follows that the ratio of injectant mass to air in the recirculation region is directly proportional to the
ratio of maso transfer rates. This result can be written

An.
Jrr -- (9)

Ajr . rii
J ar

or

• ar

Jr Jr

where K- is the plateau mass fraction of injectant gas, rij is the macs flux of injectant gas into the
recirculalion region, and xa is the corresponding air mass flux. This principle was applied to results
of experiments in which a knlwrn mass flux of a tracer gas was blcd into the recirculation region upstream
of a forward-facing step, and measurements of tracer gas concentration were made upstream of the raep.
Equatloni (9) was then used to determine rhr with the known tracer gas mass flow rate replacing rfi* It
was further asuned that the average mass flux of air transported .cioss the shear layer upstreartroi a
jet is equal to the corresponding mass flux when the flow is separated by a forward-facing step, if the
ceparation distances and external flow conditlinns are the san.e. Value: of ' determine-" from the
f rward-facing step experiments were used with values of Kir determined frorI the jet interaction experi-
ments to determine Wjr" It was found that the norrmalized air mass flux was

W ar r -- O. 0C23 (10)
ar oI ms
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for the eotir* range of flow conditions covered by this LnvestiZation. Roughly 5 percent of the t?tal jet
nas flow, n, rate paeed through the upstrmsz recirculation region. Figure 17 shows rJr/m" I a
function of To/Tog ,or various injectant gases.
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2.3.3 Force Data

The interaction force developed upstream of a two-dimensional, normal, sonic jet in turoulent
flow has been the subject of many investigations. Figure 18 sun-marizes the data known to the present
authors in the form of amplification factor, K, versus M I for air or nitrogen jets. Amplification factor
Is defined an

F.TT =52511)

TSV

wh0re
Fh interaction force, in this case including only the region upstream of the jet, force/unit

L jet open

T =jet thrust
To V h vacuum thru t of a sonic jet having the same stagnation cokditons and mios flow rate as

the actual jet
To calculate the amplification factors in all but one case show in Figure 18, interaction forces

were determined by integrating static pressure distributions upstream of the slot along &.e X-axis. Tte

exceptional case is the data of Hawk and Amick (37) which were obtain.d by direct measurement of fe'-es.

Many of the sets of data were obtained from flat plate experiments at constant external flow
conditions, Zixed slot width, and varying Po /Pl. As a result, aristions in pressure ratio also correspond
to variations in jet mass flow rate, size of ote effective obstruction produced by the Jet, Reynolds number
at separation, distance between transition and separation, aspect ratio ot the separated region, etc. Data
taken in this manner always show a decrease in amplificationfactor with increaoinR P0 /P 1 . Series of data
of ehis type are indicated in Figure 18 bf symbols connected by a vertical line. AfthotUgh substantial varia-
tion in khe data ic present at a fixed Mach number, the data indicate that the influence of M l on K is quite
small. The data of References 3, 14, and 16 are the only sets of data obtained with large end plates which
include measurements made at several values of M1 in the same facility and with the same model nd
instrumentation. Examination of these data separately also supports the conclusion that the influence of
M i on K In small.

The data prevented ir Figure 13 cover a very wide range of effective flat plate Reynolds numbers,
ranging from 2 0 x 106 to r. 5 x 108, The ontromes in thic Reysiolda nutnbor range Ptre represented by
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data from different facilities. Data from a given test series in which Po. are varied corresponds to vari-
ation in ReLs; however, corresponding variations in K cannot definitely 3be attributed to a Reynolds num-
ber effect for reasons which have already been discussed. Although some differences exist between sets
of data obtained from different facilities at the same Mach number and at different Reynolds numbers, no
consistent performance trend with Reynolds number has been found. A change of more than 5:1 in Reynolds
number at a nominal Mach number of 8 in data obtained from a shock tunnel experiment (16) did not produce
a significant effect on the normalized inleraction force. In this case, Xs/L was always very small, so
that the distinction between 1. and L. was unimportant. Data presented by Thayer (10) in the form of K
versus ReL (0.4 x 10 < ROL < 2.5 x 10 6 ) show the effe'ct of Reynolds number to be very small with
nitrogen or eilum as injectan*, but data obtained with hydrogen as injectant show an I I percent increase
with increasing ROLs within the same range. A si,-ilar set of data obtained at M I - 4 by Werle, et al,
(25) in which the freestream unit Reynolds number was changed by a factor of 3:1 did not show a significant
effect of Reynolds number.

The decrease in K with increasing Po /PI for a fixed slot width and a fixed external flow has
often been interpreted as an effect of pressure ratio, but the independent effect of pressure ratio can only
be determined with confidence from experiments in which effects of other variables can be evaluated, i.e.,
experiments in which the slot width is changed. A plot of Fi/TsV versus (Po dc/P 61) is shown in Fig-
ure 19, using data from Reference 14. The quantity c is the discharge coefficient for the slot and bI is
the boundary-layer thickness of the undisturbed flow, essentially cnstant in this case. The boundary-
layer thickness was chosen for purposes of normalization because it is a characteristic length corre-
sponding to the external flow. The usefulness of this method of normalization for situations in which 0.
varies has not been demonstrated conclusively. These data have been used for the purpose of this
comparison, because they include o lrge ,ariation i, blot width and accurate measurements of jet mass
flow rate. Jet mass flow rate megAurements independent of those computed from the slot area and jet
stagnation conditions are highly de5irable. First, the slot area is seldom known to the required accuracy
even in the absence of jet flow effects. Second. slot geometries and Reynolds numbers are usually in a
range such that the discharge coefficients are significantly different feom unity and dependent upon
Reynolds number. Third, slots have beer, known to deform enough at high values of jet stagnation pressure
to cause large changes in nozzle area (39). The data of Figure 19 are almost completely independent of
pressure ratio or slot width for 3. 26 . P0 /I 254. These data span the range of subsonic to highly
underexpanded jet flow at the nozzle exit. Data reported by Werle, et al, (25) show similar results.
These experiments were conducted in turbulent boundary layer flow at M 4 and with slot widths of 0. 005
to 0. 030 Inch. Jet mass flow rate was determined by a metering system built to ASME specifications.
The upstream Interaction force was shown to be indeperdent of slot width or prossure ratio at constant
jet rrass flow rate.

The effect of jet exit Mach number. Me, is probably beat illustrated by results reported by
Ste rett, at al, (40), ir which experiments wert conducted at Mm - 6 with a flat plate having several
interchangeable jet nozzles. Interaction forces were determined by integrating static pressure distri-
butions along the X-axis. Figure -0 presents data from that investigation. No end plates were used, but
relative performance of jets with various exit Mach numbers muy not be significantly affected by the
presence or absence of end plates. The ordinate of Figure Z6 is the interaction force plus the jet thrust
(per unit span) converted to conventional aerodynamic coefficient form, with the plate leigtt. ed as the
reference length. The colid lines are calculated lt. thrust, normalized i thc same manner. The datecaatlze nomlz th hdt
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unchanging separation distance. A change in irijectant specific heat ratio from 1. 4 to 1. 67, corresponding
to a change io injectant gas from hydrogen to helium, resulted in essentially no chsnge in the upstream
static prossure distribut~on, when all other similarity parameters were held consiant.

The influence of the state of the boundary layer on force amplilication is i!,ustrate4. in Figure Z1
by data from Reference 6, taken at M.: 8 . These results show that all of the laminar .'t'd most of the
transitional test conditions exhibit substantially larger amr-Aication factors than those obtaxii.: from
experiments in turbulent flow. The results of experiment* by Hawk and Amick 137) at MI - 4 show the same
trend as the data of Figure 21. References 6 ard 37 contain the only data pc-taming to interaction forces
produced in the region upstream of a jet in two-dimensional, laminar flow known to the authors.
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Little attention has been given to the contribution to the inte-action force of the region downstream
,)f the je;. in two-dimensional flow. Data obtained at moderately low supersonic Mach num~bers (such a3
thrt x-relented iii Figure 4) show that the contribution of the downstream region is in the direction oppo-
s..e to the thrust. Data reported in Reference 3 which were obtained in turbulent flow at Mach 4. 54
showed eisentially zero net interaction force contribution from the downstream region. The bunimaries
of downstream static pressure data presented in Figure~s 10, 11, and 12 tend to imply that the contribu-
tion to the total interaction force increases with increasing MI, Two-dimensional turbulent flow data
froin the imestigation of Barnes, et al. (6) for Men 8 are shown in Figure 22. These dato zhow rather
large positiv~e contrib-itiones from the downstream region, which decrease relative to the upstream con-
tribution with increasing jet mass flow rate. Comparable data for laminar flow, on t~it other hand, show
a relatively small negative contribution froma the downstream region at low flow vates, changing to a
small positive. contribution with increasing flow rate. Results obtairsed by Kaufman (33) from shock
tunnel exreriments in lamninar flow at high Mach -lumbers (7. Z < MI <l1. 8) and low Reynolds numbers
(4 5 x 10 1 Re.,< 5 xc 105) showe.d rather large amplification factors at low values of P 0 ./P 1 . The larger
portion of the interaction force was always associated with the downstream regioa. MQn of the pressure
distributions ahowed significant overpressures at the pressure tap location nearest the zft end of the plate,

thsraising the possibility that the measured interattion force would hav6 been larger had the tests beer.
conducted with a longer plate, or that the interaction riaay have beeni influenced by the sting or by a high
pressure ri-,gion underneath the plate. End plates were used during a few of these experiments.

Jet gases other than air or nitrogen have been used in several sets of experiments. Data
obtained by Barnes, et al, (6) allow a comparison of nitrogen, airgon, and helium jets with 1A 8 and a
iminar boundary layer. The variation in total amplification factor, including both the upstream and

down~stream regions, wats within the data scatter, when comparisons were made between data obiained
with the same nozzle at the sarne value of Po~ /P,. Data with helium and nitrogen j_ ts in turbulent flow
at MI - 2. 61 and 3. 50 were r'.ported by Sp~aitI and Zukoski M3. The amplificatio. factors for the upstream
region were 6 to 7 percent highar with helium as injectant than with nitrogen, Pressure levels down-
stream were higher for helium jets than for nitrogen jets, but tie cownst rcarr for~.es were not determined.
Strike 132) has presernd data obtained in laminar flow *Nthout end plates at MI- 6. 8, with jets of nit ro-
gen, helium, argon, andi carbon dioxIde. Data were taken by direct measrcrment of formea. No effect
of )et gas properties upon the amplification factor was found.

Thayer and Corlett (10, W6 presenteu resuIt3 of c'xporiments vith M, Z.. 5 Ln turbulent flow. In

thrse expt-rimtents both freestream and lt stagnation tinipterattrep wt re "aried, Nitrogen, helitini, andhyd r( en we're usrd as the jvt gla. Arnplificatvmn ta(. ors we re dt te ryiind )n the apst rean. region b
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Figure 22. Contributions of Upstream and Downstream Region to Interaction Force in Hypersonic Flow. Data
from Reference 6

integration of static pressure distributions. These data have been correlated by the parameter (Toj/l.A')
T 1I. l) as shown in Figure 23. The amplification factor increases with increasing values of this

parameter, for (To-/.*M)/(T,/ ffl) '5 7. These results do not contradict those of References 3, 6, and 32,
if it is assumed tha? the relevant reference temperature for the exter.sil flow is the stagnation temperature,
rather than T 1. Data obtained at other values of M1 which are directly comparable to those of Figure 23
will be needed in order to evaluate such an assumption. Shadowgraph photographs were obtained for some
of the test conditions, which indicated that the shock structure in the jet was essentially independent of
temperature and molecular weight.

Z. 4 Analyses and Correlation Techniques

Approaches to analysis of the jet interaction flowfield can be separated into two categories. Ont
cal -gory includes those which are intended to provide direct numerical or analytical solutions to equations
o'.notion. hI the second category are flowfield models v',ich are primarily intended to provide paramett rs
for correlation of experimental data. The latter catz,; .y cr.., be further separated into analyses which
allow mixing between the jet and mainstream at d thos., w*'hich assume that a slip line divides the two flows.

2. 4. 1 Applications of Nutmerical Methods

Because of the complexity of the jet inte raction flowfield, jolutions of the equations of motion
incorporating realistic assumptions have not beer obtained. Most theoretical studies have used either
a high degree of empiricism or gross simplificattons, or both, in rder to obtain solutions. Two
attempts to achieve solutions to equations which zlosely approximate the governing equations are known.

Zakkay (41) applied the method of nun,0-rical solution of the inviscid, time-dependent equations
of motion to the problems of flow over a forwa d-facing step and flow of an underexpanded jet into still
air, apparently with the ultimate ubjective of combining the two flowfields into a jet interaction solution.
Such a combination would involve an analogy by which the forward-facing step would replace the blockage
or displacement effect which the jet imposes on the mainstream. The separation point was specified
a priori in the forward-facing step flowfield computations. Although the results obtained for the two
separate flowfields were promising, computations for the s-re difficult jet interaction case have not
been published.

Lee and Barfi-ld (42) have carried out cor outations for a two-dimensional inviscid model of the
flowfield, in which a biunt-body calculation is matched to a mnthod-o- characteristics calculation for a
normal, slightly supersonic jet. The method of characteristics provides the shape of the jet boundary,
which is modeled as a solid obstacle in the inviscid external flow. Since separation is excluded, the
model is not realistic, but it ir possible that trendo wit', variations in jet flow parnmeters may be cor-
rectly predicted by such a model.

Several investigators, including Brcadwell (43) and Dahm (44), have user) blast wave theory to
reprLsent the external flow. This theory is invwstcd, and is limited to strong bow shocks (large Mi).
The solutions are functions of the energy addition which created the blast wayw When the blast wave
analogy is' applied to hypercunic flow past blunt-nosed solid bodics, the energy addition is identified with

ek
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the drag of the body. Such solutions are not valid near the nose. The use of blast wave theory in a jet inter-
action analysis requires that the jet be represented as an equivalent energy addition. Discussions of
jet interaction theories employing blast wave theory are provided by Cassel, et at (45). Strike (32) has
proposed a jet interaction analysis employing blast wave theory in which an estimate of the effect of
boundary-layer separation is added. All of these investigators applied blast wave theory almost exclu-
sively to three-dimensional flows. It is probably not useful as a representation of the observed two-
dimensional flowfield illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 because: (a) it is inviscid; (b) it fails near the nose of
a blunt body, so that it cannot give a good representation of the flow upstream of the jet near the wall;
and (c) the analogy between the jet and an equivalent energy addition is not a good representation cf the
physical phenomena in that portion of the actual flow which is dominated by the jet, i.e., the flow near
the wall downstream of the nozzle exit, since explicit description of the jet flow is not included.

Most other analyses of the two-dimensional flowfield (3, 6, 25, 28, 31, 32, 45 to 51) are based
on a more detailed representation of the physical phenomena including the separated boundary layer
upstream of the jet. However, most of these models ignore mixing between the two streams during
the jet turning proceed, or rely upon an assumption comparable to ignoring mixing, such as the ass-imp-
tion that the height of a shock in the jet is proportional to the jet penetration height. Since mixing is not
accoanted for in these analyses, it is possible to discuss separately the models which are assumed to
represent the external flow and the jet flow.

2,4. 2 Analyses of the External Flow

For many purposes, the flow upstream of a jet can be regarded as being idertical to the flow
upstream of an equivalent forward-facing step, i.e., a step at the jet nozzle location which would pro-
duce the same value of X s . Data from many investigations indicate that this analogy can be used to
predict details of the flowfield if the region immediately upstream of the jet or step is excluded, when-
ever sufficient data froma experiments with steps are available. If the height of an equivalent step can
be found, correlations such as those given in Figures 8 and 9 can be used to represent the upstream
static pressure distribution. Additional information pertaining to step-induced separation can be found
in References 13, 23, and 52.

The early model due to Vinson, et al, (48) assumed isentropic compression of the external flow
by a ramp formed by the separated region. This approach is probably quite realistic for laminar sepa-
ration, where the separation angles are small, but it 's known to be significantly in error for the more
abrupt separation angles characteristic of turbulent flow. Vinson (48) correlated data from jet-induced
and step-induced turbulent boundary-layer separation. His correlations depend upon the ratio h/6 1.

SThe predicted dependence of various flowfield parameters upon h!b1 is particularly strong when
b.h/b1 < 1. Werle(12)compared predictions of Vinson's model w.th data frox.i several investigations and
found that the predicted effets of h/b tend to be too strong.

IStrike, et al, (15) proposed a muo¢el for the external flow in which the interaction force was
Iconputed in two parts. One part resulted frorn the pressure rise computed from an empirical equation

fo, separation plateau pressure &,d the other resulted from the pressure rise as.sociated with a normal
shock in the eyternat ftov:. Tbe ac of each region was assumed to be proportional to the calculated let
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penetration height. The pressure levels measured on a wall upstream of a jet in either two- or three-
dimensional flow are always substantially lower than those which are predicted by the normal shock
equations, so that this moeel Is not believed to be realistic. It has been superseded by the more recent
work of Strike (32).

Young and Barfield (50) have presented an analysis of the external flow in which Mager's free,
shock- separated turbulent boundary layer model (53) and the method of Reshotko and Tucker were used

to determine property changes across the soparation region. The mixing theory of Korst (54) was then
used to follow the development of the shear layer up to the region in the immediate vicinity of the jet.

An important aspect of the externa, flow model concerns the manner in which the external flow
.s matched to the jet flow, since this matc'irng process is important in determining the influence of MI on
the analytical predictions. In most models of the flow, a control volume representing jet flow and mixing
region is employed.

Spaid and Zukoski (3) analyzed a control volume in the region immediately upstream of the jet,
for the purpose of obtaining an estimate of Pf. wh-ch is an average value of pressure at the upstream
interface between the jet and the external flow. The result is

P f ly I M Z

' =  w f.rom4 h+e (12)

S 1 + y I- I

where M 2 is the Mach number at the edge of the shear layer in Region 2, which was estimated from the
empirical expression (23) MZ = 3/4 MVl, and P2/PI was obtained from Equation (1). The quantity P is
proportional to the momentum of the recirculating flow. The estimate of Pf/P 2 given by Equation (lZ)

* decreases slowly from 1.19 to 1.07 as M I increases from 2 to 12 forYl = 1.4. Werle (12) has shown
that this estimate is in reasonable agreement with data from the drag of forward-facing steps.

In the model proposed by Barnes, et al, (6) for turbulent flow, the drag coefficient of the
effective obstruction presented by the jet to the external flow, CX, was assumed to be of the form

P "PI
P P

c = a +b (13)

where POd2 is the stagnation pressure of the dividing streamline of the shear layer upstream of the jet.

The value of Pod2 was computed from the jet-mixing theory of Korst (54), as extended by Tang, et al,

(29). It depends primarily on M and on the properties of the boundary layer upstream of separation.
Parametric calculations from this analysis -how that the predicted trends of upstream amplification
factor with (P od)/PIL) actually arise from the influence of h/6 1 on Pod . Calculated values of K are

V independent of both ReL and Poj/PI, but decrease slightly with (Po.d)/I(L) at fixed ReL. These cal-

culations are therefore in agreement with observations that the upstream amplification factor is inde-
pt.ndent of Poj/Pl when Pojd and L are constant, and that it decreases slightly with increasing Poj/P

when d and L are constant.

bnrMany other investigators have either assumed that the average pressure acting on the upstream
boundary of the jet is proportioAal to P 2 , or have nade approximately equivalent assumptions. In most
of the latter, the effectie back pressure which determines the jet shock location is related to P2 . This
class of assumptions givq resuits which are in reasonable agreement with experiment, and is consistent
with the flow geometry as determined from Schlieren or shadowgraph photographs.

Z. 4. 3 Analyses of the Jet Flow

In moot analytical models of jet interaction, it has been assumed that mixing between the two
streams does riot play an important role during the jet turning process. These analyses tend to group
into three categories In terms of how the jet flow is modeled:

1. Isentropic expansion models

2. Nonisentropic models, utilizing a control volume near the jet nozzle e:tit.

3. Jet-shock models.

The simplest version of Category I is the assumption that the jet expands Jsentropically from Po.
to P1 and is attached to the wall downstreami,, Lo that h/d is determined by the governing equation for one)
dimensional isentropic flow with area Lhange (12, 38). This assumption leads to the predictions that.
(a) h/d is independent of the external flow dynarnic pressure for fixed Po /P 1 , and, (b) that the influence

of YJ ir very strung at large PoI/Pl. Both of th-se predictions are at ods with experimxental observation.
A more sophisticated model empl, ying the isentropic. flow asumption has been proposed by Maurer t3l).
In this model, the pressure to which the flow expands is determined as part of the solution. Maurer's
analysis is aimed prtmarily at the flowfield associated with a ;et from a finite-span slot. Good agreement

is showi, between predictions of this aaalyois and results of experinents at low supersonic Mach
numbers (31).
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Analyses of th6 second category do not use the assumption of isentropic jet flow. Instead,

conservation equations are applied to a control volume In the vicinity of the jet nozzle exit, and a suffi-
cient number of additional assumptions are made to enable a solution to be obtained. Since the nature
of these assumptions is limited only by the imagination of the investigator, a considerable variety may
be found in the litersture.

The third category of jet models characterize the jet by its shock structure. Shadowgraph or
Schlieren photographs obtained from experiment& with underexpanded sonic jets usually show a shock
structure in the jet which is similar to that exhibited by an underexpanded jet erhausting into a quiescent
medium. One of these shocks has been observed to be roughly parallel to the jet nozzle exit, and similar
in appearance to the Mach disk of an axisymmatric undercxpandsd jet. These observations have prompted
several investigators to use information obtained from studies of jets exhausting into still air in the
development of models for the Jet interactinn fiowfield (i7. 25, 28, 48). In these models, the jet is char-
zcterized by the position and strength of the strong shock analogous to the Mach disk.

Amick (49) has proposed a novel approach involving isentropic expansion in which a cirae-
arc jet trajectory is computed by the method of characteristics. Amick's circle-arc jet analysis
assumes that the nozzle is constructed to produce a jet having a radius of curvature at the nozzle exit
which provides it dynamic equilibrium with the pressure difference imposed upon it by the external flow.
Experimento were conducted with an appropriately designed nozzle to test the validity of this theory.
These experiments were two-dimensional and were conducted at relatively low Reynolds number,
105 . ReL < 7. 5 x 105 in hypersonic flow, 7. 6 < M I  7. 9. A nozzle designed Io produce a supersonic
circle-arc jet under the range of conditions of the test was installed near the trailing edge of a flat plate
model. The nozzle was inclined 45 degrees upstream of the normal to the plate surface. Wedge end
plates were used, with the angle chosen so that the upper surface of the wedge approximately matched
the surface of the shear layer when the jet was operating. Tests were conducted in which Xg < L, referred
to as the weak jet regime, and also in which the flow was separated to the leading edge of the plate,
described as the strong jet regime. Interaction force data were obtained directly from force measure-
ments. A comparison between theory and experiment is shown in Figure 24. The quantity ) is the angle
of intersection between the shear layer and the jet, which is used in computing results from the theory.
It is treated here as a free parameter. Predictions of the theory are seen to be rather insensitive to
variation in X, at leas in the strong jet regime. The amplification factor is defined as the total normal
force increment due to the jet, normalized by the vacuum thrust of a sonic jet having the same reservoir
conditions as the actual jet. (In the original reference, a slightly different definition of amplification
factor was used.) Good agreement is shown between theory and experiment. Very large amplification
factors are achieved in the weak jet regime, which decrease with increasing jet thrust when the flow is
separated to the plate leading edge. These results are in marked contrast to those obtained in turbulent
flow with normal, sonic jets shown in Figure 18.

Vinson (48) performed two-dimensional calculations for a jet exhausting into a low-pressure
environment, using the method of characteristics. The terminal shock was assumed to occur when the
pressure downstream of a normal shock at the jet centerline would cause the downstream pressure to
match the ambient pressure. The computed terminal shock locations were independent of Y when pre-
sented in the coordinates, hs/d e versus Pe/Pb, where de and Pe are evaluated at the jet exit, and Pb is
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j the back pressure or pressure of t!2.e surroundings. Starrett and Barber (17) have also performed calcu-
lations k K two-d-i4ioal mdere ..- Ad jets by the_ mcth-d, of chrcaltc.The~y included t" -x in
which the pressures were not the saint an both sides of the jet. Both sets of calcuilation3 have been corn-
pared with experimental data for two-dimensional sonic jets by Warie, et al (39). Results of both sets of
calculations were shown to be essentially identical and predicted values of h./5 d. W:Aich were slightly
larger than the measured values. This result implies that an additional adjilstment in the static preesure
takes place downstream of the normal shock. Data for two-dimensional sonic jtito and axisyrnmetrit conic
and supersonic jetr wore correlated by the em~pirical equation

E where i is 0 in two-dimensional flow and 1 in axisymmetriz flow.

hwnWerne, ct al, used Equation (14) as part of a t'-io- dimenisional jet interaction analysis (25). It wa;
sonthat this equation could bho used to predict the rifective forward facing step height, It, produced by a

jet if P2 were chosen as the effective back pressure, Fb, and if h =1. 36 he. In the investigation by
Wenie, et &1 (39), this method of estimating effective step height was then combined with the correlation of
Equation (1), and the separation angles implied by that relationship to give a simple expression for upstream
amplification factor. K.

E-quatti, (,15) predicts a trend of increasing K with increasing Me which is not in agreement with experiment.
This comparison is dci cribed below in Section 2. 4.4.

Driftmyer (7) conducted flow- visualization studies of two-dimensional Jeta exhausting into still

air for Me z1. 0. 2. 89. and 2. 99. The shuck heighto associated with the sonic jets agreed with previous
results. Shock patterns obtained with the supersonic jets were qualitat.vely different from those pro-
duced by sonic jets as illustrated in Figure Z5. Calculations by the method of characteristics were
carried out for supersonic exit Mach numbers and the results showed the same behavior. The vasIue of

h.was defined for the supersonic jets as shown in Figure 25. Data and calculations for axisyrrnetrle-
and two-dimensional, sonic and supersonic jets were shown to correlate withLi 120 percent with the
expression

h,~ (l)YJNe2Pe] (j~ei~'(16)

If Equation J16) is used in place of Equation 14) to derive an expression for upstzeam amplification factor
analogous to Equation (15), a trend of decreasing K with increasing Me is predicted. This result is not
in agreement with the experimental results shown in Figure 20.

Direct observations by Hefner and Sterrett (55) of jet-shock locations for MI 6 show
ha/d - (P0.p1 )0. 75, imp lying a variation in effective back pressure with P 0 ./'P1 . This behavior is
cofisistent with the commonly obeerved trend of decreasing amplification facior with increasing jet
mass flow rate mentioned earlier. It is possible that an analysis utilizing a jet-shock model for the jet
flow could show such a trend if it were coupled with a relatively sophisticated model of the external flow,
such as that produced by Barnes, et al (6).
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Although the jet shock models are about as successful as the bettor models of the other two
categoriec in predicting trends exhibited by a range of jet interaction data, they suffer from somb
deficiencies. First, they are limited to underexpanded jets. Second, the data of Reference 10 indicates
that the observed effects of temperature and molecular weight, shownin Figure 23, do not correlate with jetshock height for large values of (Toj.0l/ToI.,irj,. "M s effect will be discussed in the following section.

None of the proposed theories of the preceding three categories give an explicit dependence of h/d
upon temperature or molecular weight. Therefore, they are unable to account for Thayer's results (10),
which show an explicit dependence upon T. Except for an empirical correlation of Kaufman ad Koch (28),
which gives h/d - (Po./P)O.85 and the models which utilize the one-dimensional isentropic area-ratio
relation, all of the thgorles predict h/d - (Po./P) 0 . 99 (48), at least when ReL s is constant. The predicted
influence of Y is generally weak, except for &he isentropic flow model.

2. 4. 4 Influence of Mixing Between the Two St-earns

Some major elements of the early direct analysis methods (43, 44) which employed blast wave
analogies are uaeful beyond the limitations of blast wave theory. The bLaetav anal r ogy was only

employed to provide numerical solutions for the effect of the jet on the mainstream. The central aspects
of the analyses by Broadwell (43) and Dahm (44) involved the determination of the volume addition to the
mainstream (or displacement of the mainstream) due to energy release from the jet. These analyses
provided methods for computing a characteristic dimension of the flowfield. Equations derived to calcu-
late this dimension provide similarity parameters for correlating the effects of variations in jet and
mainstream properties on the interaction flowfield.

Broadwell computed the drag of an equivalent obstruction by assuming that the injected flow is
accelerated to the velocity of the undisturbed external flow. He also assumed that the effect of the
volume added by the jet can be accounted for by adding sufficient heat to a part of the external flow to
produce the same volume change which would be produced by the mass addition. Dahm's analysis differs
in detail from that of Broadwell, but the final result is nearly the same. If h is the height of the equiva-
lent obstacle, then values of h computed by either method are proportional to the jet mass flow rate.
Broadwell's analysis leads to equivalent obstacle height scaling in the form

h l (l+aT

whe re

T

T 0 = jet stagnation temperature

T = external flow stagnation temperature

, = jet gas molecular weight

-01 = external flow molecular weight

I +21~-1) M2
ai2

(Yi- 1) M~

and the corresponding expression from Dahm's analysis is

h I/Z + a (18)
h_ 71 1 / +a +(g

whe re

In each case, the factor 1/, arises from the assumption that the jet flow is accelerated to the
external flow velocity, and the term in brackets comes from the influence of volume or mass addition Oy
the jet. In Figure 26, predictions from Equations (17) and (18) are compared with the data reported by
Thayer and Corlett (36) and by Strike (32).

In Figure 26, values of h/h were computed from the experimental data using the assumption
E that the interaction force produced by the iet is proportional to h, for a fixed external flow. Some scatter

was -resent in the data, which is not indicated on the figure. The data of Strike were taken at M 6 8
with a flat plate iicdel having a finite span transverse slot. The boundary layer upstream of the Uter-
action region -was laminar, and variations in "i were obtained by using different injectant gases, thus
changing W, only. Interaction forces were obtained from fo:ce measurements. The data of 1hayer and

A Corlett are in qualitative agreement with the theorier, although the e.xperimental magnitude of variation

------------------------------------------------------
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inh/h,_1 is much smaller than the theoretical prediction. On the other hand, the data of Strike at
M I = 6. 6 are independent of r, in contrast to substantial variation predicted by the theories at this Mach
number. Most analyses predict no explicit influence of r on jet interaction performance for all values of
Ml, and are thus in good agreement with Strike's data (3Z) concerning the influence of stagnation temper-
ature and molecular weight. On the o1l~er hand, the flowfield models proposed by Broadwell and Dahm
are the only ones which show the qualitative behavior of the data of Thayer and Corlett which cover a wider
range of T than is included in any uther set of data. It is possible that some combination of the assump-
tions used by Broadwc1 or Dahm with flowfield models proposed by others would predict the observed
dependence of jet interaction performance on M1 and T.

In summary, a fairly wide range of jet flow turning models gives essentially the same predic-
tions, within a constant factor, of the influences of temperature, molecular weight, and pressure ratio
on the jet interaction flowfield. The discussion presented in Reference 56 illustrates this point in more
detail (see Figure 3 of that paper). Reference 56 is concerned with jets from circular holes. The jet
turning models examined in that paper are based upon one-dimensional gasdynamics, so that the results
can be applied to two-dimensional flow after relatively minor and obvious modifications.

2. 4. 5 Influence of Mach Number on Amplification Factor

The predicted and measured influence of M I on jet interaction performance in two-dimensional
flow is sunmarized in Figure 27. The ordinate is the amplification factor, K, defined here as the jet
thrust plus the interaction force generated upstream of the jet, normalized by the vacuum thrust of a

*sonic jet. Figure 27 is restricted to turbulent boundary layers upstream of the interaction, and rarmal,
sonic jets with Y 1.4. Not all of the theories predict a single curve in tlse coordinates. Computations
were made using values of other variables such as Poj/Pl, (Po 1d)/(PiL), h/d, and Re o which are repre-

sentative of the available experimental data. The trends with M I predicted by the theories are, for the
most part, not sensitive to variations iz these other variables. One exception is the analysis of Lee and
Barfield (42) which is sensitive to the quantity

A_1 0.d2 11-4) Po d~~~~M, 2 (1 + Y i )  .- L

k 2 PL

when thia term is less than approximately 0. 06. A limited Mach number range is shown in Figure 27 for
some of the analyses. This is a result of limited information available in the origial references, or
statements by the respective authors concerning the applicable Mach number range.

0 The data on amplification factor appear to indic ate a trend of decreasing K with increasing M1 .
This is at least purtially m sleading, since more detsQ"d compritst tend to show significant shifts In
K between data obained from different test setups and facilities at the saryie Mach number. It is not possi.
ble to identify a "best" aniiysis, purely oi. the banis of this type of comparisor. A rathsr wide renge of
Mach number trends are shown by the analyale, in contiat to the greater degree of unanimity cocerning
the influonce of :et flidd piroperties. The differencos in Mach number pridict.ons arine from the deails ol
the dif e:.nces between the theoric. A very Ingthy discuasion wovid be ,-2990lt y to' cplaun thene
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variations sAtisfactor.l,. More detailed evaluationa of some of the analyses repreented on Figure 2?
may be found in t!in review by Werle (12). Those theories which predict the most strongly increasing or
decreasing trend of K and M are not in good agreement with the data. In contrast, because of the strongly
empirical nature of moat of &e theories, little importance should be attached to the differences in pre-
dictions of absolute levels.

3 JETS FROM FINITE-SPAN SLOTS IN SUPERSONIC FLOW

Numerous data obtained from transverse-slot experiments conducted with and without end
plate- tend to indicate that the use of end plates is a necessary requirement for obtaining even a
fair approximration to two-dimensional flow when the separation distance ahead of the clot ic more
than 10 or 20 percent of the slot length. Although end plates will introduce spurious effects them-
selves, the work of Lewi-, Kubota, and Lees (57) shows that end plates can be used to achieve an
excellent approximation to a two-dimensional flow, for the case of laminar separation induced by
a wedge.

Sketches of static pressure distributions obtained in nearly two-dimensional flow and with
a fnite-span slot are presented in Figure 28. When end plates are removed, the length of the sep-
arated region decreases, and the interaction region extends outboard from ends of the slot. If the
height of the effective obstruction produced by the jet is sufficiently small relative to the slot span,
b, the plateau pressure measured along the X-axis will remain almost unchanged and the static
pressure distribution upstream of the slot will be nearly independent of y for y<b/2. Strong lateral
flows in the upstream separated region were indicated by the oil flow visualization studies of Heyser

and Maur r (18), when end plates were not used, Such indications of lateral flow were negligible
whern end plates were installed. Similar evidence of traneverse outflow from the separated region
has been reported by Whitehead, et al, (59) who studied separated regions produced by forward-
lacing steps st finite span.

The influence of lateral flowa, which apparently always dpvelop in exper mentc with finit -.
span tranoverei jytt, is not understood in deteil. Howe~or. the folloing qu.litative eplsoiatien has
Leen proposed by SpaiJ and Zul'oski (31 In a true tvo-dinxension^! flow ove. a step, tne dividing
st.eamline sep r&ting the prirnary 1l1w f -om thf re( fr(ul.ting flo:. io roughlv a straight line extend-
Ing fron the separetion puint to thi' top o)f tdi otep, ;Ps 3ho%%zi in the skeirh of Piguee 7,i). wev ',

fluid e ti-am the re.irulttoo ."gioi in tbe Inqver-s directio. then t- ne-4
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The reatta,.hrrent pressure will in' cease iss the- reattaching stredwiline moves farther out into the
high-volucit-y region of the shear layer. This eife.;t ic shown by the data of Whitad. Ct at i59)
1f the separation d~starc' it not too great relative to slot sp3.n ti, the turning angle mAsde by the flow
at separation rarrL&ing conatant despite thfe lateral flow. Thus, an the normal coordisnate of the

reatta hing stremline mz~ves away (r,:,n th~e w,,zl (near ceparation) in reepoinse to an inc reastne
later~.l flow, the. aopation A' .t oAt mo'eo toward tht, stop so that the re-Attachzig streamrlina tes;m
tntork.ect the top of the rt-p,



If this picture is correct, and if it is applicable to the jet interaction problem, a lateral
flow should cause a reduction in the iuced force produced in the region directly upstream of the
jet by z given jet flow per ttatt span. This reduction will be caused by two machanisms. Since the
turning "e of the flow in cnctant, the plateau pressure will also be constant and the enly cause
for a force reduction is t-) reduced length of the separated region. First, for the jet interaction
case, the length of this separated region Is reduced directly by the lateral flow for the same
reason that it was in the case of a step. Second, the Increase in the drag of the effective obotruc-
tion produced by the jet. This increase in drag causes a reduction in the height of the obstacle,
producing a further reduction in the length of the separated zone (Figure 29b). Data reported in
Reference 59, for flow over steps both with and without end plates, and similar jet interaction data
t55) tend to indicate that the reduction in jet penetration may be the dominant mechanism in hyper-
sonic flow. In summary, a lateral flow from the separated region can cause an appreciable
reduction in the separation distance, even though the plateau pressure remains unchanged Xrom

.he two-dimensional case. At the same time, other axial static pressure distributions measured
at locations off the axial centerline, but outside of he i-r.cdiate ends of the slot. agree quite
well with the centerline pressure distribution.

Mau.cr (3 1) has proposed an analysis of the flowfield associated with jets fror. finite-
span slov. in which lateral flow from the separated region is taken into account explicitly. Good
agreement is shown between results from Maurer'. theory and his experimental data obtained at
1. 57 :5 MI 5 2. 80. Tae data consisted of forces obtained by integrating preasures upstream
along the X-axie. Strike (32) proposed a modification of Maurer's analysis concerning the manner
of computing the stagnation pressure of the air which flows parallel to the slot within the separatedregion. This modification resulted in slightly poorer agreement between the theory and Maurer's

data, but substantially improved the agreement between the theory and data reported by Strike
for 5. 2 :5 MI -S 6. 8, which were obtained by direct measurement of forces.

Spaid and Zukoski (3) have proposed h/b as a correlation parameter for flows produced by
normal, sonic, finite-span slots. In their model, h io a value of jet penetration height, computed
from a two-dimensional, semiempirical analysis given by

ri.a *

[1+ )(P2 - P )+(P -0. Z)Pl]

where

m. = jet mass flow rate per unit3

a.*= jet velocity where M. - IJ3

In Equation (19), P and P./P are obtained from Equations (12) and (1), respectively.
Data from several sources are presenled in Figure 30 in the form of K. versus h/b. The quantity
K5 is an amplification factor derived from the integral of the static pressure distribution per unit span
along the upstream X-axis. Except at the low yv.lues of h/b where the data of Maurer do not correlate
well, the data show a consistent variation of K3 with h/b. Of particular interest are the data of
Romeo, since b, d. and Poi/Pl are varied independently. The dotted line in Figure 30 is the mean
value of Romeo's data (58) (d - 0. 1, 0.05, and 0.02 1ich) for an amplification factor K3 based upon the
total interaction force for the entire region upstrearm of the slot. These data are also correlated
(*.0 percent) by h/b. The difference between K3 and K3 shows a poor measure cf the interaction force
from centerline pressure integration when a plate large enough to contain the entire separated region
is considered.

Static pressure data obtained from experiments with jets from circular holes, to be pre-
sented iii the next section, show a large contribution to ineraction force coming from the region
downstream of the jet. The shock which originates near the jet nozzle exit has a shape that is simi-
lar to that produced by a blunt body. Thin shock intersects the plate and produces regions of
increased pressure on either side -,f the jet which extend downstream for a considerable distane.
This ,nechanysm produces regions of increased pressure downstream and to the sides of a jet from
a finite-span slot. At low Mach numbers, the large low-pressure region immediately downstream
of the slot may cancel the effect of the downstream high-pressure regions. At hypersonic Mach
numbers, the net force generated downstream of a finite-span slot should always ac.t in the directio,.
of the jet thrust. Unpublished data obtained from the investigation of Reference 6 at M 1 - 7. 8 show
that this in indeed true. Amplification factors gteater than 4 were produced un a large plate by a
finite-span normal, sonic slot with a turbulent boundary layer upstream of the interaction.

Data obtained from various nozzles exhausting from a fiat plate into a Mach 7. 8 external
flow with a lan-inar upstream boundary layer are shown in Figure 31 (6). In this case, most of the
force was obtained from the region upstream-& of the jet. These data show a relatively small influence
of nozzte configuration un amplification, when the ent:rt izteraction force is measured, both
upstream and dowrstream .f the nozzle. This lack of influence of norzle configuratien on the inter-
action force is particularly interesting, since the nozzle configuration exerts a p;'ofouna influence on
the static pressure distribution.

4 JETS FROM CIRCULAR NOZZLES IN SUPERSONIC FLOW

4. 1 Dee ciotion of the ilowfield

The int ' arti r% h ntrgt an -,uxisirortioc Tnd -tih.pandd )et and low over s eoirf*P from

.0,ich tht. I,- rxhati0' 11 lloatrated in Fiv'ure 14. Tii, shodI %grAph ph.ot-igrnph a-nd rhontograp% (if

.in (1'Ow - ',. kic', -.rt. from d?ui r-poto-ri by Stri-( (60) Thw JkA en'hasxstl ;rort, a oni r, C( eC
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located on the afterbody of an ogive-cylinder at zero angle of attack. The boundary layer approaching
the jet io turbulent. Various interpretationo of this flow have been offered (45, 61 to 63).

As shown in Figure 32a, the jet plume presents an obstacle to the external flow, which
causes a strong shock and separates the boundary layer upstream of the jet. In contrast to the two-
dimensional situation in which the entire external flow must go over the jet-induced obstruction, the
flow can go around the three-dimnsional jet. The extent of boundary-layer separation for a given
jet penetration height is usually much les for a jet from a circular hole than for a two-dimenoionAl
flow. An a result of high pressures downstream of the shock aud mi ing between the two streams,
the jet is turned in the direction of the external flow. A three-dirnensio~al ahock structi-re forms
in the jet plume as it i: turned, boanded by a three-dimensional mixing layer. Strong mixing .s
evident on the leading edge of the jet plume. The mixing layer surrounds the plume and reattaches
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to the body downstream (approximately one body diameter downstream of the jet exit in Figure 32).
In the region where the mixing layer surrounding the jet reattaches to the body, a set of vortices
forms in the jet wake. The patterns in the oilflow o, the sides of the jet wake, shown in Figure 3Zb,
are believed to be related to these vortices. A wide range of flow visualization data for jet-induced
interference on bodies of revolution is provided by Street (60).

The shock structure in the jet near the nozzle exit has received attention from a group of
investigators whose objective has been to define the jet trajectory. One feature of interest is the
strong shock, often referred to as the Riemann wave or Mach dizk in studies of highly underexpanded
axisyrnmetric jets exhausting into still air. Under these conditions, the Mach disk is dish-shaped
and parallel to the exit plane (64). When the jet plume is transverse to a supersonic external flow,
there is evidence that the jet is partially turned before the Riemann wave is encountered. Sketches
of this shock structure derived from Schlieren photographs of underexpanded jets exhausting into still
air and a supersonic external flow are shown in Figure 33. Measurements of jet shock locations are
reported by Orth and Funk (65), Schetz, et al (66, 67), and Billig, et al (56). Using the description of
Reference 56, the Mach disk in Figure 32a is found skewed approximately 45 degrees from the
horizontal and centered approximately one model radius aft of and above the jet exit.
4. 2 Results of Circular Jet Experiments

Some of the parameters ued in presenting data in this section are based on the assumption

that the jet can be characterized by specifying its mome, .,=. flux vector at the jet nozzle exit and the
jet exit Mach number. This assumption leads to various possible choices for prameters in Idition
to those needed for simulating flov about the body alone, such as

or T , yj, Met
qJAb qIA b

where At is the jet nozzle throat area, 0 is the nozzle inclination angle, and Ab is an appropriate
vehicle or model reference area. The length scale of the interaction flowfield will be proportional
to (Po3At/ql) 1 /2 . This simplified characterization of the jet it inadequate when the region far down-
stream of the jet nozzle exit Is important (68).

4. Z. I Concentration, Pitot P-essure, and Velocity Surveys

Several sources of data concerning the distribution of pressure, velocity, and injectant jetfluid concentration are available (61 tc 63, 65). Typical jet fluid concentration profiles are shown

: - : ~ -- :" ,"t ] " 7 " i - pl : : d " r ":L . , : I: : : :.: . 1 1 " . i : -- ] 7 : 7 - r .. , . .. %:
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in Figure 34 (62). The scale is normalized by a calculated value of penetration height, h, derived.
from a simple momentum balance (64) as

1, .I-1 1/4

I/2 P y 1/ Y I '

2 k , PY (20)

d( V ) -
-I I 0

These data 'ndicate that within a distance of twice the penetration height downatream of the jet exit.the line of maximum jet fluid concentration is turned nearly parallel to the plate.
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Velocity, Mach number, aid total pressure profiles in the j'et are shown in Figure 35 (62).
The data of Figure 35 correspond to three values of the lateral distance of the profili from the jettr"ajectory- meridian ptanm, y (nornu lized by h). Thine data indicate that tftal prces.lure an~d velocity

deficits in the jet wake follow the con :entration of jet fluid. The large total pressu~re deficit near the
line if maximum jet fluid concentratik' indicates the presence of strong shocks in the jet. turning
process.
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In Figure 36, cross sections of jet concentration contours are shown at locations which
are 2. 08 and 12. 3 times the penetratior. height downstream of a point where the extrapolated bow
shock would intersect the plate, which is slightly forward of the jet exit (62). The kidney shape
of the concentration contours is similar to that of a subsonic jet exhausting transverse to a sub-
sonic mainstream. This shape is evidence of the precence of vortices that transport mainstream
fluid into the jet and accelerate the mixing process.

One of the most extensive investigations of the concentration field downstream of a jet has
been conducted hy Torrence (69, 70). Gases were injected from a circular, sonic orifice 0. 123 centi-
meters in diameter located 24 centimeters downstream of the leading edge of a 23 by 75 centimeter
flat plate. Local external-flow properties were M, - 4. 03 and Re = 7. 87 x 107 per meter. Injectant
gases included helium, hydrogen, argon, helium-air, argon-air, and Ethylene-air mixtures. The
ethylene-air mixtures were 3 percent by volume ethylene, which acted as a tracer. Tests were con-
ducted at a jet-to-f reestrean dynamic pressure ratio of 1. 0, except for some of the air-injection
tests. Freestream and injectant stagnation temperature were maintained at approximately 300 *K.
Concentration profiles similar to those of Figure 34 were obtained at several downstream stations for
each test condition. An example of data obtained by Torrence is shown in Figure 37. These data
show the axial decay of the maximum value of injectant mass fraction measured at each downstream
station for a range of injectant conditions. Extrapolation of straight lines faired through the data to
Kmax T 1.0 defines a reference length, Xa, for each test condition, which can be interpreted as the
location of the end of the inviscid core of an equivalent coaxial jet. Values of Xa determined in this
manner are seen to lie upstream of the nearest survey station, X/d - 6. Theseodata are shown to lie
on a single line when plotted in the form Kmax versus X/Xa ,

Orth and Funk (65) have presented concentration profiles obtained downstrearn of hydrogen
jets. The external flow Mach number was 2. 72 and the jet exit Mach numbers varied from 1. 0 to
1. 67. Measurements were confined to the X-Z plane. Comparisons were made with jet trajectories
predicted by the analysis of Schetz and Billing (71). Reasonable agreement was shown between the
data and trends predicted by the analysis.

Provinelli, et al (72) used concentration measurements to define the cuter jet boundaries in
the metidian plane of normal, circular helium jets injected into a Mach 2 airstream. Jet exit Mach
numbers of I to 4 were tested. The jet boundary was defined as the location of I percent helium con-
centration. Jet boundary lata (75, 72) have been correlated by Povinelli, et al (72), by the empirical

Sexpression
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where yj is the jet boundary k oordinate rneasulren.rorn the plane of the nozzle exit. The inffluence
of M e is obeured somekh;," by this niethod of presentation. When Me is increased froni I to 4, with
fixed external flow conditions and fi).ed jet niass flow rate, the penetration is in(,reased by approxi-
ninately 25 percent.



Herech, et al (73) have shown that helium jet boundary data can be obtained by densitometer
analysis of Schlieren photographs, if the method is calibrateO by comparison with concentration
measurements.

The magnitudes of 1ateral velocity components in the jet vortices have been reported by
Dahlke (74). An example of measurements made by DahIke is shown in Figure 38. The velocities
were measured with a calibrated multiorifice pressure probe in the cross section plane 8.63 body
diameters downstream of a sonic jet exhs- %ing normal to the sur!ace of an ogive cylinder at zero
angle of attack. The jet exit is three ca'. srs from the origin of a four caliber ogive nose. Some
correlations of these data have been used by Durando to model the variation of strength and positionof theme vortices (7S, 76, 77).
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4.Z. 2 Interference Pressures and F-)rces

In predicting aerodynamic forces inducec by the jet plumne, the principal subject of analysis
is usually the pressure distribution near the jet in the plane of the jet exit (or a contour incldodng the
jet exit). As illustrated in Figure 32, the primary interference shock structure and flow disturbance
occur in this region. When jet thrust is high compared with the interference forces induced in this
region, forces induced by downstream interference become more important. In the latter case, the
jet wake can affect downstream surfaces that have either large lift efficiency, large moment arms, or
out-of-plane moment capability.

A typical representation of the disturbance -induced pressure distribution near the jet is shown
in Figure 39 (U2). This figure shows cons tant-pre ssure contours in the vicinity of a circular sonic jet
exhausting from a flat plate into a Macl . 5 external flow. The jet 1% no-.nal to the plate surface, and
the boundary layer on the plate is turbulent upstream of separation induced by the jet plume. The
length scale is normalized by the penetration height, h, given in Equation (20). The parameter P/P,
on the contours ia the ratio of the pressure induced by the jet to the pressure on the plate with the jet
off. The interference causes increases in press~re both upstream and downstream of the jet except~in the region directly behind the jet nozzle exit, where the pressures are decreased. The pressure
contour map of Figure 40 is similar to that of the previous figure, exc-ept that in this case the boundary

• layer is laminar upstream of the interaction region. The genera. features of the distributiona are
qualitatively similar, except that in lami-ar flo% the pressure ratios tend to be smaller and the
region of influence is larger.

Centerline static pressure data for soar and supersonic jets exhausting into a hypersonic
external flow, M, -- 7. 8. with a laminar boundary layer, are presented in Figure 41. These da~ta are
qualitatively similar to those of the previot : .'-'gure. Note that the effect Uf increasing Me results in

S a decreased extent of separation upstream of the jet.

A significant effect that is particularly difficult to orrelate is the 1nd( pendent effect of
" mainstream Mach number in the upersonic range. Typiral data foi the effect of Mach number are

• shown in Figure 42 for both laminar and turbulent boundary layers (U). The length s(-ales are
normalized by the penetrati, height, 1,, computed fro, Equation (20). As shown in thiu figure, the
gross s~ale of the disturbance is fairly ell correlated, although systemati, variation with M l in stil!

F r
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present. The data shown are the most complete and self-consistent set known to the authors, however,
effects other than. that of Mach number are believed present. Other data, to be presented later,
indicate that the pressure distributions such as these depend upon h/6 1. Sources of similar data for
pressure distributions on flat plates include References 15, 32, 78, and 79.

A series of tests has been conducted for the purpose of determining the independent effects of
pressure ratio, h/d, or h/61, on the details of the static preasure distribution (6Z). The results of
those experiments are summarized by Figures 43 and 44. Figure 43 compares data obtained at nearly
the same pressure ratio with different size orifices. Although a reasonable correlation has been
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achieved, the distributious are significantly dIfferent in the downstream region, particularly at
3 < x/h < S. Similar data in Figure 44 were obtained for the same value of h but different pressure
ratios ad orifice diameters. Excellent correlation is achieved. Similar results were obtained at
other external flow test conditions. It is conciu4,d that h/6 1 may be an important parameter in
determining the pressure distribution in the downstream region and that the pressure ratio or h/d may
be relative!y unimportant. Additional data indicate that h/d influences the static pressure distribution
when h/6 1 .

The obstruction produced by a jet from a supersonic nozzle appears to be a different shape
from that which results from an uaderexpanded sonic jet. Shadowgraph photographs of Figure 45 show
significant qualitative influence of jet exit Mach number. These are unpublished results of the investi-
gation described in Reference 6 conducted with n external flow at Mach 8. The nozzles have the
same throat areas, and values of Poj/P 1 are approximately the same. The underexpanded sonic jets

produce relatively large disturbances near the plate surface, but the supersonic jets, having been
expanded within the nozzle, appear to penetrate somewhat more deeply into the external flow at a given
axial location. This difference in the shape of the effective disturbance produced by the jet causes the
interaction force to decrease somewhat with increasing jet exit Mach number.

These photographs also illustrate the influence of the relative location of transition on the
flow field. For test section conditions corresponding to Figures 45a and 45c, the boundary layer on
the plate in the absence of the jet appeared to be laminar, and the character of the separated region
shown in these figures appears to be primarily laminar. The boundary layer near the jet in Fig-
ures 45b and 45d is clearly transitional, resulting in shorter, steeper shear laye;r angles and a .ub-
stanLally altered wall static pressure distribution.

Tie difference in jet penetration between sonic and supersonic jets is illustrated in Fig-
ure 46 (80). In that illustration, contours of constant injectant concentration are shown at x/h = 10
(h calculated by Equation 20 in each case). This comparison shows that the supersonic jet trajectory
penetrates further into the mainstream than that of the sonic jet. Billig, et al. (56), have proposed
correlations for the Mach disk location including data for sonic and supersonic jets, as part of a semi-
empirical method for computing jet trajectories. For 1. 9 5 M I :5 4. 5 and 1. 0 . Me 5 2. 2 the relation

hs/d = Me /4(pj*/Pe b)1/z 22)

is proposed, where: hs is the distance, normal to the plate, from the plate to the center of the Mach disk;

d is the nozzle throat diameter; P-* is the pressure at the sonic point in the jet nozzle; and Peh is two-
thirds of the stagnation pressure downstream of a normal shock in the external flow. The correlation
does not completely account for the influence of Me. however. Systematic deviations from the correla-
tion. up to approximately 25 percent, are present for Me > 1.

The supersonic jet presents a smaller obstruction to the external flow near the surface of the
plate than an underexpanded sonic jei having the same mass flow rkte. Therefore, "ligi exit Mach
number jets cauno -lti'cl- smatller interference forces. This effect is illustrated in Figure 47 by
data which were obtained at M I = 8. In this case, data are prccented in the form of amplifi-
cation factor versus pressure ratio for constant external flow conditions and conctint nozzle
throat diameter. Note that the decrease in interaction force resulting from the increase in Me
i, !-er afnet than the increase in jet thrust. Similar results have been .presnta
by Koch and Collins (81),

The effect of inclining t.>e thrust axis of a circular jet relative to the external flow direction,
has been investigated in several exreriments (80, 81). In general, inclining the nozzle upstream will
increase the effective disturbance ,i ize and the interaction force. The analysis of Reference 63 was
modified to include the effects of forward inclination in Reference 80. The result is that the penetra-
tion height, h, given in Equation (20) must be multiplied by the ratio

- ( + V \ 1/2h = + --- L sn ( 23)
h normal (23)

where 0 is the inclination of the jet thrust axis from normal to the external flow direction (measured
positive into the stream) and Ve is the jet exit velocity.

The centerline pressure distributions for inclination forward and aft from normal to a uniform
supersonic stream are shown in Figure 48 (80). Also shown (by the solid line) are data for 0 = 0. The
effect of forward inclination driving the upstream boundary layer separation further forward has been
observed in other experiments. The downstream inclination effect on downstream pressure distribu-
tions would not necessarily be expected to scale very well with the penetration height calulated by
Equations (20) and (23), because oi Lhe simplified assumptions from which they were derived.

An aspect of jet nozzle geometry that provides significant control over the aerodynamic
interference is the cross-sectional shape of the nozzle or geometry of a cluster of nozzles.
There is evidence that multiple circular nozzles in a line transverse to the oncoming main-
stream produce an interactiu, whilch is similar to that associated with a jet from a finite-span slot
(62). This is illustrated in Figure 49. As showin in the figure, the high pressures upstream span the
distance between the circular nozzles separated by eight nozzle diameters. Comparing Figure 49 with
Figure 39 shows the difference between pressure distributions induced roy single and multiple ,ozzles.

zles are spaced sufficiently close together.
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I" In the analysis of j-.t-induced aerodynamic interference, it is frequently of interest to predict

~the ohape of the shock tn the mainstream produced by the jet plume. This shock is tihe strong bow

~shock illustrated in Figure 3 . Mveasurements o4 this shock shape have bcen, used to substantiate th-

; validity of several correlationi models (45, 62, 82, 83, 86). A set of shock shape predictions are

~shown in Figure 54 (451. Hiege, four different methods of calcivlat~ng shock shapes were used. Of the

~~four, thle method baysed on the blast wave analogy was found least accurate in the Mach numberrng
cnsidc red.
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Several sources o( experimental data concerning forces induced by ircular jets exhausting
from flat plates in supersonic flow are available in the literature. The most extensive set ox force
data is the work of Strike, et at (15, 32, 78). Other data frequently cited are front References 6, 79,
and 81. A summary of these data are presented in Figure 55, in the form of amplification
factor versus a blockage parameter, (P 0 At/q 1 ). Since this parameter is not dimensionless,
it is not entirely satisfactory. Data from a given test series show decreasing amplification
with increasing jet blowing rate. If the interaction flowfield for external flow conditions were
truly self-similar, depending only upon a single length scale proportional to reference value of
jet momentum flux, then K would he essentially independent of blowing rate. Data previously
cited supports the premise that the observed variations with blowing rate may be an effect ofh/61, but probably are not a function of pressure ratio. Although an attempt was made in
selecting the data for Figure 55 to include data in which at least most of the interaction region

was contained in the plate, effects of plate size cannot be ruled out. Data -btained from experiments
with a plate which is not large compared to the extent of the interaction flowfield will always show
•c d -asing amplification with increasing blowing rate. Note that except for the experiments of Amick

and Hayes (79), the ..- z: n( rilates used to obtain the data of Figure 55 are not greatly different. Data
of Figure 55 represent a wide range oi t:_.- =l flow conditions, in particular, 3 s M I :E 18. The inde-
pendent influence of M, on K seems to be less than the CaIR .at.tpr or systematic variations resulting
from different wind tunnel models, facilities, and instrumentation.

When a jet interaction flowfield occurs in the context of a practical application, the external

flow will usually be nonuniform to some degree. If the body is large compared with a characteristic
dimension of the interaction region, and if the local radius of curvature of the surface near the nozzle
exit is also relatively large, then the degree of nonuniforn,ity of the externa! flow may be small. Under
these .nditions, data obtained from experiments with flat plates may pro.,ide a gvod approximation to
the actual situation. When the dimensions of the body and of the interaction region are comparable,
details of the body geometry can have important effects on the flowfield.

Figure 56 which was taken from a report by Amick, et al (87) shows pressure contours
obtained from a wlid tunnel test of a body of revolution in which a jet was exhausting from a location
near the nose. The model was a sphert-rone-cylinder having an overall length-to-diameter ratio of
7.0, based upon the cylinder diameter. Ambient templa .ure air was used as the jet gas, and the nom-
inal jet exit Mach number was 3. 4, other test conditions are indicated r,. the figure. A comparison of
Figure 56 with Figures 39 and 40 shows considerable qualitative similarity despite the obvious large
differences between the two situations. Apparently, results from flat plate experiments .an he used

de t lca a qualitative estimate of the llowlield structure in a more complex uituation.

An exa.iple of force data obtained from the same series of experiments is ahown in Figure 57
in the form of amplification factor based on normal force increments versus pressure rati., or jet
mass flow rate, for three nozzle locations. Under these .onditions, the interaction for .e alwa 3 at.ted
in opposition to the jet thrust, almost canceling it at the lowest b.owing rates for the jet Icated

, n arest the nose. Some irssight into this behavior can be gained by re-examining Figure 56. The
region of redu.ed pressure directly downstream of the jet to a.ting un a portion of the bod/ surface
which .e sughly parallel to the nozzle exit plane, and provides a large contribution to the interaction
force. The high-pressure XCgicns lying downstream and to either side of the nozzle exit are wrappedI' around the body, so that the -.#ntributiaon of thu zedit .. rc to the inteiaction for.e as greatly dimininshed,
relative to a flat plate situation.
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Although this review has been restrzited alnst completely to tunsideratiun of jets exhausting
normal to the external flow, the sntroduct.un of body geometries other than flat plates produces many
other pusrbilites. An extronec exarmple of the intluence of body geonietry and jet thrust dire%,tiu, on
i.teractiun force behavior is ill ,strati by the data of Figure 58, obtained by Jarvinen, et al (88), from
wind tunnel tests of a conical mudel h. . ng a jet exhausting from the nose tip. In this case, the net
axial force in the drag directiun r.ache k a value of seven times the jet thrust in the dire#tion oppuring

r,4 -. A l,, ,nt.,r- inn -,,r,. ,nn .in. th.,ir , or -et *k.... * v"!! n rv.e.. . z.....rf....... .... ."
normalized thrust.
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These examples have been chosen to show that there are both similarities and differences
between the Interactions observed in flat plate experiments and those condurted with other mojdel
shapec. A thorought discussion of body configuration eff,.cta i-1 h n +h- c! th: rcp .:t Th.
inttrested reader will find additional i nformatiion on this topic in Referenles -9, 45, 46, 55, 60, 14.
76, 79, and 89-94.



4.3 Three-Dimensional Analysis Methods

The three-dimensional jet interaction flowfield may be even more intractable in terms of
analytical description than its two-dimensional counterpart, merely because of its three-dimensional
nature. On the other hand, because boundary layer separation phenomena seem to play a less prom-
inent role in the three-dimensional case, inviscid three-dimensional flowfield models might offer more
promise than i-viscid two-dimensio:.l models. At the present time, no attempts have been made to
solve the governing conservation er,,ations directly. In discussing the approximate analytical models
which have been derived, it is convenient to follow the pattern used in describing the two-dimensional
flow models in Section 2 above. Models represanting the external flow, and those representing the
jet flow will be described separately.

4.3. 1 External Flow Models

Broadwell (43) and Dahm (44) ha sed blast-wave theory to represent the external flow. This
approach is subject to the restrictions in! , .nt in the blast-wave approximation mentioned above, r.amely,
large M, is required and poor representatio. iv provided for the flow near the nose and near the axis of
&ymmetry. In addition, the intersection of the p,-t-induced shock with the wall produces a complex three-
dimensional separated region which increases the extent of the interaction region and decreases the peak
pressures on the wall. Thus, any inviscid approach will be unable to give accurate predictions of static
pressure distributions. However, it appears from some comparisuns of predictions with data that the
effert of separation is to change the static pressure distribution without appreciably altering the total
force., so that invriscid calculations may be useful for force predictions. Strike (32) has proposed an
analysis in which a contribution to the interaction force from the -aparated region is estimated and added
to the contribution obtained from blast-wave theory.

All other models of the external flow "nown to the authors replace the jet by an equivalent solid
obstacle. This approach can also be used witi he blast-wave representation of the external flow, if the
drag of the effective solid obstacle is equated to ie energy per unit length needed as an input to the blast-
wave theory (45). Ferrari (95) has proposed a , -lex jet interaction analysis in which the jet is treated
as an equivalent solid body and the .xternal flow i omputed by an approximate, inviscid, three-
dimensional blunt body analysis. Cassel, et al (4.) have proposed an analysis in which the external
flow 'a computed numerically, using a blunt body solution near the nose of the equivalent body,
followed by a method-of-characteristics solution for the supersonic region. At the expense of added
complexidt., this approach should provide an accurate representation of the assumed physical model.
The static pressure distributions on the wall will not be predicted accurately, for the same reasons
mentioned earlier, but limited comparisons with experimental force data show reasonable agreement.
An analysis by Wu, et al (96) is based on the assumption that the separated boundary layer is tangent
to the top of the injectant flow. Flow visualization results indicate that this assumption is realistic
only when the scale of the jet penetration is less than the boundary layer thickness.

Other models of the jet interaction flowfield, for example, Zukoski and Spaid (63) and
Bilig, et al (56) itse properties of the external flow only to provide boundary conditions for the jet.

4.3.2 Jet Flow Model,

The models of the jet flow p "oposed by Broadwell and Dal-m have already been reviewed in the
discussion of the twc-dimenstiona. flows. The influence of jet molecular weight and temperature predicted
by these methods is not in agreement with most of the data for ".ircular hole jets which indicate that the
interaction force is proportional to jet momentum flux. P'-k presented by Walker, et al (97) were analyzed
by Zukoski and Spaid (62, 63). The data are side force measurements obtained from experiments in which
various gases were injected into a rocket nozzle. A parameter derived from Broadwell's analysis was
shown to provide a much better correlation of these data than a parameter which is proportional to jet
momentum flux. Tnis result indicates that the jet flow model of Broadwell or Dahm may be useful when
the region far downstream of the jet exit is of primary importance. In a variation of Dahm's analysis,
Strike (32) has proposed a model in which the drag or energy per unit length corresponding to 'he jet flow
is simply equal to iii. This approach predicts that the interaction force will be proportional to jet
mass flow rate, for lituations in which To . or mj are varied. This prediction is not in agreement with
results of numerous experiments. J

Most of the remaining models of the jet flow assurn that no mixing takes place between the jet
and the external itreani during the turning process. The remarks from the discussion of two-dimensional
flow theories apply here as well, with appropriate modifi ;ations for the conversion from two-dimensional
to three-dimensional flow. In this case, we find h/d - (Po,/P l )l / 2 various predictions concerning the

infh, ence of Y and no explicit dependence upon jet temperature or molecular weight.

4.3.3 Matching Between the External flow and the Jet

As in the two-dimensional case, the matching condition between the jet and the external flow is of
primary mportanc, in determining t ,e influence of M 1 predicted by the various analyses. In the control-
volume and jet-sbock models of the jet flu,, (corresponding to Categories 2 and 3 in the two-dimensional
discussion), it is often aosumed that the average pressure acting on the upstream boundary of the jet is
proportional to the stagnation point pressure coefficient of the external flow, C p. A similar assumption
is made by Billig, et al (56), namely, that the effective back pressure which fixes the Mach disk location
in the jet is two-thirds of the stagnation pressure downstream of a normal shot.k in the external flow.
Ihese assumptions seen plaubible, based upon observations .f &hlheren and shaduwgraph photographs.
They are also supported somewhat by the -urrelations of static pressure distributions presented in Fig
ure 42, by the correlation of sho.k shapes of Figure 54, and the correlation of jrt sho.k louatiors
presented in Reference 56.



Because of the qualitative differences between flows In which Me = I and Me > I, accurate
theoretical prediction of the effect of M e would seem to require an analysis in which the details of the jet
expansion and turning prt-ess are computed. The physical mode' of Ferrari (95) might be applicable

wLen M e > I, although the method does not include the possibilit,, of shock waves in the jet. Probably
because of its complexity, iew comparisons have been made be veen Ferrari's theory and experiments.
The method of Billig, et al (56) uses empirical correlations to account for variations in M e , as discussed
previously. This analysis provides a prediction of the jet trajectory. Application of the equivalent body
concept to determine the influence of M e on th.: external flow would require calculation of the flow about a
truly three-dimensional body. None of the available equivalent solid obstacle models would warrant the
effort required to develop such a calculation technique since they all include assumptions which neglect
mixing.

In view of the complexities of the flowfield and th6 drastic simplification or arbitrary assumptions
which are necessary in order to formulate an analysis, detailed predictions of the various theories ahould
probably not be viewed as attempts at exact representations. H.,ever, if characteristics of one flow-
field are known from experiment, then it should be possible to predict the characteristics of another within
some Himited range of the independent variables. Based on the preceding discussion, it appears that this
can be done by assuming that the boundaries of the two flows are geometrically similar, and that the linear
dimensions of each flowfield are proportional to a characteristic length, h, where

"P 1/2

h"- d (24)

Some idea of the limitations of this method can be obtained by referring to the preceding data pre-
sentation. The available data indicate that:

1. Effects of variations in M or M are not predicted with great precision by this (or any
othe r) technique. e

2. The boundary-layer thickness can be an important characteristic length, if it is com-
parable to other important dimensions of the flowfield.

3. There are qualitative differences between interactions in which the boundary layer is
turbulent and those in which it is laminar.

4. Effects of wide variations in injectant molecular weight and stagnation temperature on
details of injectant concentration profiles or on forces generated far downstream of the
nozzle exit are not well correInted by this method.

5 SONIC AND SUPERSONIC JETS IN SUBSONIC EXTERNAL FLOWS

When the Mach number of the external flow is substantially less than unity, the dynamic pressure
of the external flow is much smaller than the static pressure. As a result, the jet flow near the nozzle
exit is influencci primarily by P1  Flow visualization data indicate that, insofar as internal shocks are
concerned, jets punetratin . :n a subsonic cross flow behave as if they were exhausting into still air (6 6),
significant turning of the jet by the external flow does not appear to take place until the jet has become
subsonic.

For jets from sonic nozzles exhausting into still air, Christ et al (64) have correlated experi-
mental values of the distance from the nozzle exit to the mach disk, h, for a wide range of pressure ratio.
The data fit the empirical equation:

h/d = 0.695 (P 0 ./Pl )/2 (25)

It has been shown by Durando and Cassel (76, 89) that this cha acteristic dimension provides satis-
factory correlation of the limited body of relevant data. A surnm:., y ,. 'hpse results will be presented
here. Although this equation does not strictly apply to a .iararcid r.hock pattern or a superp .pic noz-
zle, data indicate that the scale of the interference flow-: el, 's proportional to d (Poj /P ) LIfor P

fixed jet Mach number.

In discussing pressure patterns produced by a 'ot on the surface from which it exhausts, it is
common practice to plot the conventional pressure coefficient

P - P
Cp - q.

where

9 , C 2 PY M 22 m 2 P.M.is the freestream dynamic pressure.

It has been found, however, that use of this pressure coefficient i very misleading, for te
following reason When the freestream velocity is tero. the jet entrainment effect produces a small
interference pressure distribution on the plate Therefore, as q -0. the conventional pressure coeffi-
cient becomes singular For low freestream velo, ities, interference pressure coefficients are unteal-
isti ally high These extremely large Cp's do not tratislate into a large interference force, and it would
certainly be unreasonable to expect the largest interferent e effetts to ocur at 4ero freestrearr veioc.ty.



For the present purposes, a more useful method of presenting static pressure data is to plot

C =Apo?
€0

where AP is the differtnce between the jet-on and jet-off atatic pressure. In this section, differences
between P, and PI are very small and these quantities will be used interchangeably.

S. I Jets from Flat Plates

The data which provide the most detailed information on nterference effects produced by sonic,
underexpanded jets exhausting from flat surfaces in subsonic external flows have been reported by
Street (98). Results for M I = 0. 6 are presented in Figure 59 through 61. in the form of Cp vs the norm-
alized radius 0

r

d(P I

for three values of the polar angle around the nozzle. A sketch of the polar coordinate system used is
shown in the insert of Figure 59. It is evident that the correlation wo-ks well, except for a portion of
the & = 180 degrees ray immediately adjacent to the nozzle (Figure 61). Additional data which have been
correlated in this manner are presented in References 76 and 89.
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Interference pressure contours are presented in Figure 62 and 63 for some of the test conditions
of Reference 98. The figures are shown in order of increasing Q, where Q qj*/q., at an approximately
constant value of the pressure ratio. It is evident from the figures that the scale of the pressure disturb-
ante is considerably larger than the nozzle diameter. As Q increases, the pattern 'becomes more sym-
metric fore and aft The upstream region of positive Cp shrinks in size in Figure 62b, and finally
disappears in Figure 63 The magnitude of the pressures decreasea as Q increases, indicating a reduc-
tion of interference effects as the plume becomes straighter. The predominance of regions of negative
Cp at lov external flow Mach numbers is caused by entrainment of freestrearn flow by the jet, through
theturbulent mixing process. The entrained mass must be replaced by a flow from the surroundings
toward the jet. This flow is irrotatinal, outside of the wall boundary layer, so it must be associated
with a region of negative Cp on the wall near the jet. As external stream velocity increases, the block-
age effect of the jet becomes increasing', important, resulting in positive pressure coefficients in the
upstream region. Even though the scale of the interference flowfield under certain ronditions depends
only on the pressure ratio, the pressure contours of Figurtco 6Z and 63 show that the flowfleld itself
depends upon the freestream velocity.

5 2 Jets irom a Body of Revolution

Reference 76 contains iiterferene prcssure data for an underexpanded jet exhausting just for-
ward of the nose jun,thre from an ogive-ylisder configuration The Lonfiguration was tested w.th one
ircalar iozle and one slot nozzle, both of which were sonic. Data inl.Aded forces and moments on the

model and the pressure distribution in the neighborhood of the nn77
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Using the coordinate system shown in the insert on Figure 64a. pressure coefficients along the
plane of symmetry (S = 0) are plotted in Figure 64 for one value of the freestream Mach number and vari-
ous pressure ratios. In this case, the pressure coefficient has been defined in the coaventional manner:

P- PC p - q,

Although the nozzle was not q.lto locatted on the cylindrical portion of the model, the effects of curvature
have been neglected and x has been assumed to be equal to the distance along the model axis. Also, the
jat-off pressure distribution has not been subtracted out so that Lae Cp shown in Figure 64a is not strictly
an interference pressure coefficient. The data show that the jet-off Cp is very small and has a negligible
effect on the curves of Figure 64a. These curves exhibit the characteristic positive pressure cnprf4e-;. "
on tte windward ix < 6; situ, w;ih .rgc n a.iivc pressure coeiiictents on the leeward (x > 0) side.

Figure 64b shows the same data as Figure 64a, but with x scaled by the shock intersection height,
h, from Equation (2). Evldently, the data r all pressure ratios fail on a single curve. Data for a larger
diameter nozzle (d = 0. 33 inch) are also !ncluded in the figure, and the points correlate well with data for
d = 0. 22 inches. Figure 65 shows the same data correlation for cases when the freestream Mach number
is 0. 20. Note that in this case, Cp is negative upstream as well as downstream of the nozzle. The data
for M 6 = 0. 20 have also been correlated along the line x = 0, in Figure 65. In that correlation, the abscissa
represents the arc length S = R+ normalized by h.

An attempt at correlating pressure distributions obtained with the slot nozzles at the same free-
stream Mach numbers and different values of the pressure ratio by scaling distances along the ogive
cylinder plane of symmetry by h given by Equation (25) is shown in Figure 66. Evidently, the correlation
is not successful. The quantity d here represents the throat chord for the transverse slot nozzle. A
formula for the Mach disk height should vary directly with Po./P,. Attempts at using this formula to
correlate the slot data described above were also unsuccessftl. Indeed, it appears that no power of
Po/P. between I and 1/2 will correlate the pressure distribution. The success of the correlation tech-

nique for a circular nozzle and its failure for the slot nozzle lies in the influence of edge effects in the
case of the slot nozzle. These effects are described by Durando and Cassel (89).

5. 3 Vortices Induced in a Jet

With the exception of truly two-dimensional flow, vortices are produced in the jet when it is
turned by the external flow. Durando (75, 77) has .roposed an analysis describing this vortex field when
the external f'ow is subsonic. The analysis is semi-empirical, using data on jet vortices reported by
Dahlke (91). It utilizes the assumption that the product of vortex strength and separation is a constant.
In Durando's analysis, it is also assumed that an underexpanded jet can be related to an equivalent sub-
sonic jet by the relation

d (equiv) =Ad (P 0 P 0P) 1 /

where A is an empirical constant. The predicted influence of downstream distance, pressure ratio,
and orifice diameter on the vortex strength, F, is given by Durando as

d1.28 tP 0j0.64

x

As shown in Reference 76, the relationship is supported by existing data.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The jet interaction flowfield is so complex that predictions of induced forces, pressure distri-
butions, concentration distributions, etc. , must rely heavily on experimental data, Accurate predictions
concerning situations which lie far outside the range of available data will require additional experimen-
tation. The simulation requirements for these experiments have been discussed in Section 2 2. Inter-
polation or extrapolation of data implies tha the appropriate scaling laws are known. It is convenient to
discuss two- and three-dimensional flows se,%arately.

The region upstream of a jet in two-o&mensional flow is quite similar to the flow upstream of a
forward-facing step, except for the immediate vicinity of the jet or step. The equivalent step height is
approximately proportional to the ratio of a reference value of jet momentum flux to the external flow
dynamic pressure. This scaling law is subject to many restrictions and exceptions: however, many
theories contain this basic idea, although it is not always explicitly stated Two of the proposed methods
for estimating the equivalent step height, when the upstream boundary layer is turbulent, are given by
Equations (14) and (19). Pressure distributions and forces in this region can be estimated from corre-
lations of data obtained from experiments in which separation was produced by eitlior jets or steps, such
as those of Figures 8 and 9, see also Equations (1), (2), and (3). When the upstream boundary layer is
turbulent, the wall static pressure distribution is a function primarily of the Mach number of the external
flow, the boundary layer thickness, and the e'foctive step height. Static pressure distributions In the
downstream region are not as well correlated as in the upstream region, as shown in Figures 10, 11,
and 12. The forces induced upstream of two-dimensional jets have been the subject of many investiga-
tions. The largest values of upstream amplification factor are associated with low Reynolds number,
laminar flow, low blowing rates, and upstream-inclined jets, as shown in Figure 24 Upstream arnpli-
fication factors produced by undere:panded, normal, sonic jets in turbulent flow lie between approxi-
mately 2 and 3 for a wide range of external flow Mach and Reynolds numbers Many analyses have been
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proposed for the prediction of induced forces in this situation, the results of which are compared with
data in Figure 27. The inconsistencies to be found among nominally very similar experiments preclude
the possibility of recommending a "best" analysis; several of the proposed methods give results which
seem consistent with the data.

The contribution to interaction force by pressures downstream of the two-dimensional jet at
supersonic Mach numbers less than about 4 or 5 acts in the direction opposite to that of the jet thrust,
a situation which is normally regarded as unfavorable interference. At higher Mach numbers, a signif-
icant positive contribution to the interaction force can come from the downstream region, as shown in
Figure 22 and by the static pressure correlations of Figures 10, 11, and 12.

The flowfield associated with a jet from a finite-span slot I a function of the ratio of effective
step height to slot span Situations in which this ratio is small enough that even the central portion is
nearly two-dimensional are seldom found in practice because significant lateral flows occur in the
upstream recirculation region even at relatively small values. The bow shock wave formed upstream
of the jet in this situation wraps around the ends of the jet, and produces regions of Increased wall static
pressure downstream and to either side of the jet nozzle exit. This affect can provide a significant con-,
tribution to the interaction force, and becomes the dominant mechanism in the case of a jot from a cir-
cular nozzle.

The interference flow associated with a jet from a circular nozzle in a flat plate has some of
the characteristics of the flow past a blunt nosed slender body. The main features of this type of flow-
field are contr,.led to a nuch smaller extent by separation than in the two-dimensional case. Predic.
tions of flowfield features such as shock shapes, distributions of pressure and injectant concentration
and induced forces can beat be made by interpolation or extrapolation of data. The first order scaling
iaw fur the three-dimensional flowfield is the axisymmetrii. analog of the two-dimensional one, namely,
the dffective bluntness dimension associated with the jet ir proportional to the squate root of the ratio
of a reference value of jet momentum flux to the freestream dynamic pressure, see Eq tation 24. A
variation of this techn'que has beea reasonably oucc.essful in correlating shock shapes, as shown in
Figure 54. Wall static pressure data have been correlted fairly well by this method, see Figures 42
and 44, but variatAuns in Mach number, state and relative thi-.kners of the boundary layer, and %njectant
molecular %eight or temperature also are important. A summary of induced force measurements is
given in Figure 55. The must impturtant variable may be the scale of the disturbance produced by the

* jet relative to the plate size or bondary layer thickness.
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When the external flow !s subsonic, entrainment of mass from the external flow by the jet is an
important effect, which tends to induce negative pressure coefficients near the nozzle exit when the
external flow velocity Is low. At subsonic Mach numbers significantly less than unity, the static pres-
sure replaces the dynamic pressure as the most important quantity which characterizes the external
flow, and the characteristics dimension of the flow field is proportional to the square root of the pres-
sure ration, as shown in Section 5.0

A few examples of data for jets exhausting from bodies of revolution are also included. It is
shown that interference forces can be quite sensitive to the geometry of the body from which the jet
exhausts. Even on a simple body of revolution in axisymmetric flow, the interference pressure distri-
bution is quite sensitive to the shape of the jet exit, as shown by comparing FIgures 65 and 66.

A phenomena associated with jet interaction which can be quite significant in some practical
applications has received little attention. The far wake of the interaction includes a vortex field which
can have significant effects when lifting surfaces are Ic -ated downstream of jet controls. Limited inves-
tigations of the phenomena are discussed in Section 5. 3.
tiCin heoear
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